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ABSTRACT
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Candidate's Name: Martha Schrempel
Degree: Doctor of Musical Arts
Temple University, 2010
Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Dr. Michael Klein

This monograph explores the development and variety of signs for musical
expression and discusses strategies for identifying and teaching them, enabling students
to communicate musical expressivity. Chapter 1 provides a background for this study,
including a brief survey of how writers from ancient times to the present conceived of
expression, along with findings from recent psychological research into the connection
between emotion and music. Chapter 2 delves into the signs themselves and proposes
how students can learn to recognize them at different levels of study. An overview of
musical topics and structural features that contribute to musical expression leads to an
analysis of the expressive states in the first movement exposition of Mozart's Sonata in C
minor, K. 457. Chapter 3 discusses particular strategies for connecting the discovered
signs with performance at the piano. To help their students communicate expressively,
teachers first need to guide students to a recognition of musical signs, then help them to
highlight expressive features through deviations in tempo, dynamics, and articulation.
Instructors can use a variety of strategies ranging from metaphors and specific language
through aural and physical modeling. Additional work with Hevner's mood wheel,
supplemented by student projects in the visual arts, writing, movement, and drama, can
create a connection between students and musical expression.
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CHAPTER 1
AN OVERVIEW OF EXPRESSION IN MUSIC

Introduction
Expressiveness is one of the primary ways in which listeners connect with music,
enabling them to find meaning and respond emotionally to the affective qualities they
hear.1 The expressive aspect of music also gives particular fulfillment to performing
musicians. Quite often, however, both teachers and students focus chiefly on the nonexpressive features of music, forgetting why they were initially attracted to music and
what keeps them interested in it. In other words, by focusing exclusively on music's
technical aspects, musicians can lose sight of what Robert Duke calls the “romance” of
music.2
The desire to have pleasurable emotional experiences in music, research shows, is
one of the principal sources of motivation for music students.3 But this component of
music often becomes lost as students become so involved in the mechanics of playing
their instruments that they neglect expressivity. Students frequently announce that they
need to learn the notes before figuring out an interpretation, not realizing that they
already have made an interpretation, one with “an outer shell of accuracy” but no
understanding of the deeper implications of the work.4 Beethoven, according to one of
his students, grew angry with this attitude, saying that missing notes was accidental, but
faulty expression reflected a lack of understanding or feeling.5 The challenge for teachers
is to find ways to teach expressivity along with the other elements of music, providing
1

Woody, “Emotion, Imagery and Metaphor,” 214.

2

Heard at MTNA Conference, October, 1990.

3

Persson, The Subjectivity of Musical Performance, 158–9.

4

Pierce, Deepening Musical Performance , xiii–xiv.

5

Ferdinand Ries, quoted in Forbes, Thayer's Life of Beethoven, 294–5.
1

students with a closer identification with their pieces and a richer means of performing
them. In this study, I will investigate ways of identifying the signifiers for expression in
Western music and provide strategies for enabling students to connect with the
corresponding affects. I will also attempt to answer the question that applies to all levels
of talent: can expressivity be taught? If so, how?
Chapter 1 of the monograph will provide a background for this study, including a
brief survey of how writers from ancient times to the present conceived of expression,
along with findings from recent scientific research into the connection between emotion
and music. Chapter 2 delves into the signs themselves and proposes how students can
learn to recognize them at different levels of study. In chapter 3, I will discuss particular
strategies for connecting the discovered signs with performance at the piano. Although
current research in emotion makes distinctions among the terms emotion, mood, and
affect, music scholars tend to use the terms interchangeably,6 a practice that I will follow
in this paper.

Early Views of Expression

In the fifth century BCE, the Greeks experienced music, poetry, drama, and dance
as an integrated entity called mousike (the art of the Muses).7 There was no real
separation among the arts, and playwrights such as Euripides wrote music for their
tragedies to enhance the emotional states being portrayed. As one of the first
philosophers to discuss music, Plato (c. 427–c. 347 BCE) acknowledged this power of
music to move the emotions and to promote ethical behavior. In The Republic, for
6

Gabrielsson and Juslin, “Emotional Expression in Music,” 508.

7

Sources for this section include Anderson and Mathiesen, “Aristotle” and
“Plato;” Comotti, Music in Greek and Roman Culture; and Landeis, Music in Ancient
Greece and Rome.
2

example, he discussed the importance of music in the education of young men, “because
rhythm and harmony [melody] find their way into the inward places of the soul” and lead
to a virtuous life;8 he objected to music that was overly stimulating, warning that it could
upset our emotional equilibrium. Greek music of the time was based on particular modes
or harmoniai, each designed to express a particular ethos or character.9 Plato evidently
was thinking of these modes when he spoke of the extremes of “soft or drinking
harmonies” and musical lamentation, neither of which he approved for acceptance in his
ideal Republic.10 Extremes of emotion were repugnant to Plato, and he even dismissed
the flute-like aulos from his Republic on the grounds of its power to excite.11 He favored
only two of the modes: the Dorian, which evoked the brave man under what he termed
“the strain of courage,” and the Phrygian, appropriate for the temperate man in times of
peace.12 Most importantly, rhythm and melody should always be at the service of words.
Plato approved of uplifting poetry connected with music, but banned purely instrumental
music from his ideal Republic.
Plato's student Aristotle similarly believed that music should give one enjoyment
at rest and help to develop a morally irreproachable character. His most significant
contribution to the discussion was the idea of mimesis, or imitation, which held sway
well into the eighteenth century. According to Aristotle, “rhythm and melody supply
imitations of anger and gentleness, and also of courage and temperance . . . [and all other]
qualities of character, . . . for in listening to such strains our souls undergo a change. The
habit of feeling pleasure or pain at mere representations is not far removed from the same

8

Plato, “The Republic,” 333.

9

These early modes are not the same as later church modes bearing the Greek
names. For an extensive discussion of the Greek modes, see Winnington-Ingram, Modes
in Ancient Greek Music.
10

Plato, “The Republic,” 331.

11

The aulos was a flute-like instrument, possibly using double reeds.

12

Plato, “The Republic,” 332.
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feeling about realities.”13 Aristotle agreed with Plato on the effects of different modes,
but rather than permitting only a limited number, he thought that all of them were useful
for different purposes, such as relaxation, catharsis, and education. These two
philosophers, along with most writers of the time, believed that music, as evidenced in
the modes, was a powerful force, capable of affecting both the inner emotions and the
outer ethical behavior.
Like its Greek predecessors, the Catholic Church of the fourth and fifths centuries
CE acknowledged the power of music for good and evil, and therefore sought to bring it
in line with Christian doctrine.14 The Church felt that music could lead to good moral
behavior, but only when coupled with words from the scriptures. Additionally, they
believed that music had a tremendous power over the emotions, citing the biblical story
of David soothing Saul with music from his harp. St. John Chrysostom (c. 345–407 CE)
appreciated the salutary effects of music in ordinary life, easing laborious tasks and
relieving distress. He also believed that God gave humans the psalms “lest demons
introducing lascivious songs should overthrow everything,”15 while St. Jerome (c. 340–
420 CE) averred that spiritual songs could banish evil spirits. Perhaps the most telling
comments on music's power came from St. Augustine (354–430 CE), who recalled how
moved he was by hearing psalms sung in the early days of his faith; he felt these sounds
stirred up a “hidden correspondence” with the affections. Music therefore could be a
uniting force with religious texts to intensify the messages embodied therein, particularly
for people with “weaker minds.”16 Augustine, however, also perceived the danger of
music, finding that he was frequently moved more by the melodies than the text. He felt
that music had such power that it could seduce the listener into a purely emotional

13

Aristotle, Politics, 545.

14

Sources include writings found in Strunk, Source Readings in Music History.

15

Strunk, Source Readings in Music History, 68.

16

Augustine, Confessions of St. Augustine, 202.
4

experience, rather than one focused on the spiritual message of the words. These
religious philosophers believed in the emotive power of music, always pointing out the
vital connection with text, without which the listener could be led astray.

Humanism, Rhetoric, and Figurenlehre

In the early Renaissance, European humanists took an interest in the ideas of the
ancient Greeks and Romans, and musicians were no exception.17 Along with
rediscovered writings on the mathematical theories of harmony came a great deal of
anecdotal lore about the power of music to move the emotions. Musicians who
researched the ancient writings seized on expressive theories dating back to Plato and
Aristotle, arguing that the expressiveness of music was directly correlated to its influence
on the listener. And, like the early philosophers and religious leaders, the theorists of the
sixteenth century emphasized the ties between music and words. As one modern writer
commented, “for the humanist, music was of greater value when it captured the sense of
words (imitation) and conveyed their emotion (ethos). The concern with the meaning of
music and its impact on the listener is at the heart of humanist thought on music in the
sixteenth century.”18
Nicola Vicentino's treatise L’antica musica ridotta alla moderna prattica (1555)
is representative of such thought. Vicentino linked affects particularly to tempo and
labeled certain intervallic progressions as “tense” or “slack,” to be used judiciously to
arouse the appropriate passions.19 He summarized his thoughts as follows:

17

Sources include Burmeister, Musical Poetics; Haar, "Humanism;" Vicentino,
Ancient Music, and Zarlino, On the Modes.
18

Harrán, Word-Tone Relations, 92.

19

Vicentino, Ancient Music, xxxvii.
5

Music set to words has no other purpose than to express in harmony the
meaning of the words, their passions and their effects . . . When they speak
of joyfulness, you do not make the music sad, and when they speak of
sadness, you do not make it joyful. When they are about harshness, you do
not render it sweet. When they are gentle, you do not set them otherwise,
because their meaning will seem distorted. When they speak of speed, the
music will not be sluggish and slow, and when they speak of standing still,
it will not run . . . When a composer is writing something sad, slow motion
and minor consonances help him. When he is writing something joyful,
major consonances and rapid motion are appropriate. Even though minor
consonances are sad, rapid motion nonetheless will make them seem
almost joyful; the ear does not apprehend their sadness and weakness on
account of the pace.20

Like the Church Fathers, Vicentino held that words were the primary source through
which emotions are expressed by music; there was no consideration of purely
instrumental music, which lacked the direction of a text.
Vicentino's contemporary, Gioseffo Zarlino, wrote even more pointedly in Le
institutioni Harmoniche (1558), which also assumed the primacy of words over harmony
and rhythm, and specified which intervals created particular affects. If harshness or
bitterness was desired, for example, the composer should allow major sixths and
thirteenths above the lowest note of the composition and should avoid semitones; for
moods of grief or sorrow, the opposite held true. While noting that modern church
modes were not the same as those of the ancients, he nonetheless persisted in labeling
each mode according to its corresponding affect in Greek theory, ascribing their affective
characters both to melodic features and triadic harmonies, an adumbration of the modern
major-minor system. The modes that had major implications were described as “cheerful
and lively,” while those featuring minor thirds had “the result that I can only describe as
sad or languid, and which renders the entire composition soft.”21

20

Ibid., 270.

21

Zarlino, On the Modes, xvi.
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As can be seen by the writings of Vicentino and Zarlino, theorists of the time
believed that, although music had affects of its own, they must be in accord with the text.
And the primary source of information about words in the sixteenth century was the
centuries-old tradition of rhetoric.22 Rhetoric had become one of the major branches of
education for young Romans beginning in the fifth century BCE, and leading writers on
the subject readily drew parallels with music. Cicero, agreeing with Plato about the
importance of music for the young person's education, spoke of the necessity for
moderation in all music, believing that “it arouses the languid, and calms the excited;
now it restrains our desires, now gives them free rein.”23 Quintilian extended this idea,
insisting that the ideal orator be educated in all fields, including music; one was
imperfectly educated without a knowledge of music, which he considered to have the
“power to excite or assuage the emotions of mankind.”24 An orator should have three
aims: “[to] instruct, move and charm his hearers,”25 echoing Cicero's well-known triad of
docere, movere, and delectare. Quintilian connected speech and music with gesture and
variety in sound of voice, claiming that

eloquence does vary both tone and rhythm, expressing sublime thoughts
with elevation, pleasing thoughts with sweetness, and ordinary with gentle
utterance, and in every expression of its art is in sympathy with the
emotions of which it is the mouthpiece. It is by the raising, lowering or
inflexion [sic] of the voice that the orator stirs the emotions of his
hearers . . . For, as we know, different emotions are roused even by the
various musical instruments, which are incapable of reproducing speech.26

22

Sources include Jasmin Cameron, “Rhetoric and Music;” Cicero, De Legibus;
and QuintilianThe Institutio Oratoria.
23

Cicero, De Legibus, 418.

24

Quintilian, The Institutio Oratoria, 175.

25

Ibid., 397.

26

Ibid., 171.
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In succeeding centuries, rhetoric remained an educational force of varying degree,
and was appropriated in the Middle Ages to serve the purposes of the Catholic church.
Its ultimate flowering occurred in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries along with the
interest in all things classical. Any literate person of the sixteenth century was “steeped in
rhetoric,”27 and German theorists in particular wrote extensively on how to make the
connection with music. Joachim Burmeister brought the musical-rhetorical tie to fruition
in his Musica Poetica (1606). In the introduction to an earlier treatise, he set out the
classic reason for linking the two disciplines:

And if we examine music more closely, we will surely find very little
difference between its nature and that of oratory. For just as the art of
oratory derives its power not from a simple collection of simple words, or
from a proper yet rather plain construction of periods, or from their
meticulous yet bare and uniform connection, but rather from those
elements where there is an underlying grace and elegance due to ornament
and to weighty words of wit, and where periods are rounded with
emphatic words—so also, this art of music, surpassing the bare
combination of pure consonances, offers to the senses a work composed of
a mixture of perfect and imperfect consonances and of dissonances. This
cannot but touch one's heart.28

This concept of affect paralleled that of Cicero, who spoke of affectio as “a
temporary change in mind or body due to some cause: for example, joy, desire, fear,
vexation, illness, weakness, and other things which are found in the same category.” In
Burmeister's view, a musical affection was a period in music that “moves and stirs the
hearts of men,” bringing them joy or sadness.29
Burmeister's great contribution was a systematic list of musical ornaments or
“figures,” corresponding to those found in rhetoric. These musical-rhetorical figures of
27

Jasmin Cameron, “Rhetoric and Music,” 34.

28

Burmeister, Musical Poetics, 233.

29

Ibid., xlix.
8

melody and harmony, later known as Figurenlehre, were to be used by composers to
enhance the meaning of the words. Each figure had a Latin name corresponding to
similar rhetorical effects. For instance, pathopoeia in rhetoric referred to “a variety of
affections . . . [including] exclamations, pleas, prayers, threats.” Burmeister transformed
the term to mean “a figure suited for arousing the affections, which occurs when
semitones that belong neither to the mode nor to the genus of the piece are employed and
introduced in order to apply the resources of one class to another. The same holds when
the semitones proper to the mode of the piece are used more often than is customary.”30
Another example was hypotyposis by which, according to Burmeister, “the sense of the
text is so depicted that those matters contained in the text that are inanimate or lifeless
seem to be brought to life.”31 This practice, known now as word-painting, was
particularly common in vocal music of the time, vestiges of which remain to this day.
The figures that Burmeister described experienced a transformation in the seventeenth
century as affect began to outgrow the rhetorical paradigm.

From Affectenlehre through the Nineteenth Century

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, two ideas dominated the discourse on
emotions in music: the doctrine of affects (Affectenlehre) and the relative value of vocal
and instrumental music.32 In Passions de l'âme (1649), for example, Descartes listed
various passions accompanied by quasi-scientific descriptions of their physiological
effects; this concept became the mainstay of seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century
thought on affect in music. Like Descartes, musicians thought “that passions were
30

Ibid., 175.

31

Ibid.,175.

32

Sources include Buelow, “Johann Mattheson” and “The Loci Topici;”
Descartes, The Passions of the Soul; Hosler, Changing Aesthetic Views; and Mattheson,
Der vollkommene Capellmeister.
9

distinct, knowable entities; they believed, quite understandably, that sounds could
function as accurate communicators of a definite emotional content.”33 Johann
Mattheson's seminal treatise, Der vollkommene Capellmeister (1732), elaborated on these
new ideas of the Enlightenment with concepts descended directly from Figurenlehre.
His much-quoted statement, “everything that occurs without laudable Affections [in
music] can be considered nothing, does nothing, and means nothing,”34 reflects the
importance of affect during the Baroque era. Mattheson believed that a composer who
understood the characteristic physiological components of each emotion could then
properly express the passions in his music. While agreeing with Descartes that the
passions were rational and intelligible, he also believed in the sensual value of music; the
ear, he thought, should be the gate through which music enters the human soul, the
immediate affect thus bypassing reason. Like his colleagues, Mattheson opined that one
affect only should control music.
The superiority of vocal over instrumental music was taken for granted in the
eighteenth century, where words carried their meaning and feeling into the music and
determined how it was composed. Musical-rhetorical figures provided the means of
enhancing the impact of the text and were expected to stir the passions, which, in turn,
provided the listener with moral uplift. Instrumental music had a lesser status due to its
association with activities not thought to need expression, such as dances, marches, and
celebrations. Typical (although somewhat anachronistically) was Heinrich Christoph
Koch, who wrote in his Musikalisches Lexikon (1802) that music without words could not
express the causes or objects of passions, although it could express pleasantness or
unpleasantness: “under these circumstances music cannot make it comprehensible to us
why it wants to impart to us serene or sorrowful, elevated or gay, feelings; neither can it

33

Hosler, Changing Aesthetic Views, 45.

34

Buelow, “Johann Mattheson,” 400.
10

awaken in us the images of that good which delights us.”35 By the middle of the
eighteenth century, however, the text-expressive model of Figurenlehre and its
descendants began to lose favor as the galant and empfindsam styles gained popularity.
This historical shift occurred as musicians realized that meaning could occur
independently of a text in instrumental music. In the latter part of the eighteenth century,
the new Italian style of instrumental composition, with its frequent affective shifts,
gradually came to replace single-affect music. While some theorists still complained that
the juxtaposition of contrasting emotions made the music difficult to understand, most
writers enthusiastically embraced the new style, using the term Abwechselung
(alternation, succession, or variety) to describe it. Leopold Mozart wrote that “the
pleasantness of music consists not in uniformity or consistency, but in diversity,”36 while
a contemporary added that the variety of affects was important to keep the listener's “soul
in motion.”37 These ideas coincided with new theories of emotions, such as the concept
that more dynamic emotions allowed for a resulting contrast in music. By the end of the
century, there occurred a ”full transformation from a rationalist, objective aesthetic to an
expressive subjective one—or, in the well-known formulation of Morris Abrams, the
shift from a mimetic to an expressive aesthetic.”38 The full implications of this aesthetic
change were realized in the early nineteenth century.
While the key to understanding any given affect in the eighteenth century lay in
the clarity of rational thought, the early Romantics, or Frühromantiker, of the nineteenth
century felt that the very essence of affect lay in its mysterious character.39 Attempts at
mimesis were in vain; the expressiveness of a piece needed to come from the heart. As
35

Quoted in Hosler, Changing Aesthetic Views, 6.

36

Ibid., 18.

37

Charles Henri de Blainville, quoted in Hosler, Changing Aesthetic Views, 19.

38

McCreless, “Music and Rhetoric,” 872.

39

Sources include Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp; and Hosler, Changing
Aesthetic Views.
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Wackenroder wrote, “so is it with the mysterious stream in the depths of the human spirit
—speech reckons and names and describes its changes in a foreign material; music
streams it out before us as it is in itself . . . In the mirror of tones the human heart learns
to know itself.”40 The constant shifts of affect that so troubled theorists of the previous
century merely imitated human emotions in their characteristic flux. The emotions
themselves had no objects, no motives, but sprang spontaneously from each composer
and, thus, from within each listener. Music's implied freedom from words led to the
elevation of instrumental music as the pinnacle of expressive possibilities, full of
suggestion in the imprecision of its emotion. Now that representation was no longer its
main aim, music became the most expressive of the arts; all other arts could only aspire
to be music. Schopenhauer gave a characteristic description: “in a language intelligible
with absolute directness, yet not capable of translation into that of our faculty of reason, it
expresses the innermost nature of all life and existence . . . the composer reveals the
innermost nature of the world, and expresses the profoundest wisdom in a language that
his reasoning faculty does not understand.”41
This outlook on musical expression formed the context for Eduard Hanslick's
highly influential essay The Beautiful in Music (1854). Unlike earlier theorists, Hanslick
asserted that music did not represent definite emotions, claiming that the essence of
music was solely “tonally moving forms.”42 In his view, music aimed only at the
beautiful, and the effect on emotions was merely a byproduct. Hanslick felt that music
could be expressive only of certain “accompanying adjectives” such as “gentle” or
“joyful,” but never a substantive emotion, such as love or sadness.43 However, he did
acknowledge that music has always accompanied human affections, thereby “exalting”

40

Quoted in Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp, 93.

41

Magee, "Schopenhauer, Arthur," 631.

42

Hanslick, The Beautiful in Music, 29.

43

Ibid., 9.
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them.44 Hanslick traced the effects of music back to “purely musical factors;”45 if we
investigate, we shall find “the powerful effect of a theme comes not from the supposed
augmentation of anguish in the composer but from this or that augmented interval, not
from the trembling of his soul but from the drumstrokes, not from his yearning but from
the chromaticism.”46 He believed that neither the feeling of the composer nor his state of
mind evoked that same feeling in the listener, although the performer's spirit could be
communicated:47

It is not the actual feeling of the composer, as a merely subjective
emotional state, that evokes the corresponding feeling in the hearer. If we
do concede so coercive a power to music, we thereby acknowledge its
cause to be something objective in the music, since only something
objective can coerce in any kind of beauty. In the present instance, this
something objective is the musical determinants of a particular piece. In a
strictly aesthetical sense, we can say of any theme at all that it sounds
noble or sad or whatever, We cannot say, however, that it is an expression
of the noble or sad feelings of the composer.48

Hanslick's ideas of pure music had an enormous impact on how music was viewed in the
nineteenth century, and fit well into the next century's preoccupation with analysis.
While Hanslick espoused the cause of absolute music, a contemporaneous group
called the New German School promoted an opposing view.49 This group, inspired by
the progressive ideas of Liszt, Berlioz, and Wagner, cited historical precedents, dating at
least to the early eighteenth century, to advocate a method of composition that considered
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a narrative or description as an integral part of the piece; Liszt called this musical genre
“program music,” in its strictest sense referring to representation, not to the imitative,
evocative, or expressive. Unlike music that used occasional extramusical references,
program music was inextricably linked to a narrative, and knowledge of the story was
essential to understanding the meaning of the piece. Famous examples include Liszt's
symphonic poems and Berlioz's Harold in Italy and Symphonie Fantastique. According
to Liszt, “In programme music . . . the return, change, modification, and modulation of
the motifs are conditioned by their relation to a poetic idea . . . All exclusively musical
considerations, though they should not be neglected, have to be subordinated to the action
of the given subject.”50 Although nineteenth-century audiences enthusiastically embraced
program music, it never gained a high degree of respectability with theorists and serious
musicians of the time, who felt that instrumental music should remain autonomous, and
viewed program music as “bourgeois.”51

The Twentieth Century: Structure versus Expression

In the twentieth century, the formalist views of Hanslick continued to overshadow
more personal ideas of expressiveness, while the Second Viennese School promoted an
alternative to the overheated emotionalism of Wagner and his followers.52 Hanslick's
idea that music, being autonomous, should find meaning only in itself reflected the
current cultural trend favoring form over content; his theories were in harmony with the
emphasis that Schenker, Schoenberg, and Hindemith placed on the abstract and
analytical, viewing music solely in structural terms. Although these theorists never
50
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denied musical expression, they believed that an investigation of expression could only
proceed after an understanding of musical structure.53 The dichotomy between analysis
and expression arose partially from the appealing precision of structural terms as opposed
to the subjectivity and imprecision of affective descriptions. Lerdahl and Jackendoff
described the problem: “like most theorists, we have shied away from affect, for it is hard
to say anything systematic beyond crude statements such as observing that loud and fast
music tends to be exciting. To approach any of the subtleties of musical affect, we
assume, requires a better understanding of musical structure.”54 Likewise, Kivy
commented on a “musical 'paradox:' . . . either description of music can be respectable,
'scientific' analysis, at the familiar cost of losing all humanistic connotations; or it lapses
into its familiar emotive stance at the cost of becoming, according to the musically
learned, meaningless subjective maundering.”55 Many theorists felt that speaking of
feeling in music was almost an embarrassment; this attitude persisted until the second
half of the century when the so-called “new musicology” began to take a second look at
the whole concept of expression from hermeneutic, semiotic, and affective perspectives.56
The hermeneutic approach descended from nineteenth century questions of what
constituted musical meaning. In the words of Theodore Adorno, “Every musical
phenomenon points to something beyond itself by reminding us of something, contrasting
itself with something or arousing our expectations. The summation of such a
transcendence of particulars constitutes the 'content'; it is what happens in music.”57
However, theorists such as Adorno and Susan McClary analyzed music not only for its
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expressive content, but also for its meaning in its historical context; for instance, a
particular musical element considered banal in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
might have been startlingly effective in the eighteenth.58 In their view, music expressed
not only emotions but also cultural ideologies and social criticism, leading to the
development of the new fields of gender studies and musical sociology.
Semiotic theories traced their ancestry back to historical conventions of the
eighteenth century. Musical “topics,” to use Leonard Ratner's term, were used
intentionally by composers of the Classic period, and any listener familiar with these
conventions would readily grasp their expressive meaning.59 Theorists such as Kofi
Agawu felt that topics were useful for understanding eighteenth century music, where
they appear with the greatest clarity. In recent years, however, he and others have
illustrated that Classic conventions continued to be meaningful in nineteenth-century
music as well. In addition, new topics emerged in the nineteenth century, and work
continues into the study of twentieth-century conventions, too.60
Deryck Cooke took a more rigorous approach to the question of expressiveness,
attempting to compile an affective lexicon based on principles of natural law.61 To
illustrate his theory, Cooke collected expressive gestures based on different kinds of
intervallic tensions, derived from the concept that each scale degree has its own tension
depending on its relation to the tonic. Cooke connected each gesture with texts from a
wide range of music, contending that a similar emotional content would exist in purely
instrumental examples as well. As admirable as this project was, critics noted that the
same expressive motives often had different interpretations depending on the context.
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In 1957 Leonard Meyer's influential Emotion and Meaning in Music appeared.
Meyer based his thesis on the Gestalt principle that described the human mind as striving
for stability and completeness. He posited that, in a similar fashion, a person listening to
music yearns for regularity and closure, and the listener's resultant emotions are based on
whether their expectations are fulfilled or denied.62 This theory once again presupposed
structural analysis, although it did make a connection between structure and affect.
Unlike the semioticians, though, Meyer did not identify the resulting affects clearly,
being content to suggest only a generalized affective response to music's structures.
Supporters and detractors of his theory have spurred on further speculation and research
into these ideas.63
Until the late twentieth century, musical theorists have agreed that analysis always
should precede a determination of expressive meaning. Fred Maus, however, rejected
this sequence in his narrative approach to affect.64 Maus proposed an analysis that used
both technical and generally descriptive terms to discuss the same musical events,
believing that the former served “to amplify and substantiate” the latter.65 These
“anthropomorphically evocative” qualities, which he insisted were not emotions
themselves, led to a view of music in dramatic terms, involving the actions of one or
more imaginary musical agents that passed through different psychological states.
Music, then, consists of a series of events that can be understood as dramatic rather than
structural or emotional.66 Similarly, Edward T. Cone wrote that music could be perceived
through the consciousness of an unnamed personal subject; music becomes “an utterance
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depending on an act of impersonation which it is the duty of the performer or performers
to make clear.”67
Robert Hatten brought together several of these approaches in Musical Meaning
in Beethoven.68 He agreed that the listeners of the eighteenth century certainly would
have grasped topical references. While acknowledging the public and rational effect of
eighteenth century conventions, though, Hatten also granted the more private and
subjective experience of musical meaning prevalent in the nineteenth century. He
sometimes approached the interaction between structure and expression in the
unidirectional way of earlier analysts, but more often succeeded in allowing for the two
approaches to occur simultaneously.
Philosophers as well as musicologists wrote extensively about the connection
between structure and emotion in music. Susanne Langer theorized a relationship
between music and human emotions, speaking of the “isomorphism” of the two; she
believed that ”the tonal structures we call 'music' bear a close logical similarity to the
forms of human feeling—forms of growth and of attenuation, flowing and stowing,
conflict and resolution, speed, arrest, terrific excitement, calm, or subtle activation and
dreamy lapses—not joy and sorrow perhaps, but the poignancy of either and both . . .
Music is a tonal analogue of emotive life.”69 Agreeing with Hanslick that the essence of
music is “tonally moving forms,” Langer suggested that such forms resemble the inner
movements of our subjective life.70 Unlike later writers who concluded that music could
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express specific emotions, Langer maintained that music resembled only the general form
of feelings.71
Continuing the discussion of structure and contour, Peter Kivy explored the
difference between expressing something and being expressive of something. For
instance, we can identify a Saint Bernard's face or a weeping willow tree as looking sad,
without the dog or the tree actually being sad. What we are seeing is a resemblance to
human behaviors and movements that reflect emotional characteristics. In other words,
human beings exhibit a particular set of physical signs when experiencing a particular
emotion, including facial expressions, posture, and manners of walking and speaking.
Analogously, music has similar motions, mirroring their human equivalent.72 Finding
agreement with Hanslick on a related subject, Kivy expressed a belief that music cannot
express emotions because we usually cannot know the emotional state of the composer at
the time he wrote the music. Therefore, our feeling-oriented descriptions of music “are
logically independent of the states of mind of the composers of that music.”73
The idea that shape and emotion are related led Manfred Clynes to invent a device
called a sentogram, which measured what he called the “biologically programmed inner
shapes” of emotions. The resultant graphs showed emotions correlated with similar
physical motions or shapes. For instance, the shapes for anger and hate have violent dips,
while those for love and reverence have more gradual curves; similar results were found
in experiments conducted in several diverse cultures.74 These results mirror the fact that
people move and behave differently in different moods, leading to “expressions like 'to
jump for joy,' 'sink in despair,' 'tremble for fear' etc.”75 Clynes found that gestures in
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music mirror the sentograms for various emotion; see for instance the relationship
between the grief shape and Bach's F minor prelude in example 1.76 This research shows
that “each basic emotion has a specific expressive form regardless of the output modality;
a gesture, a tone of voice, a dance step, or a musical phrase . . . [His idea, therefore, is
that] expression and recognition have a common biological basis.”77 As a corollary,
Clynes believed that “musical talent is to a considerable extent the natural ability to
recognize essentic form in music and communicate through it.”78 Researchers attempting
to duplicate Clynes's results have had mixed results, but his concepts remain
provocative.79

Example 1. Expression of grief in J. S. Bach, Prelude in F minor, WTC I.
(a) Sentogram for grief

(b) M. 1–2 of Bach prelude

(c) Melody + grief contour

Source: Clynes, Sentics, 227–8.

Discussions about expression and musical meaning have continued into the
twenty-first century. Meanwhile, the scientific community has been adding its voice to
the conversation over the past eighty years with the publication of copious research by
psychologists and physiologists. What had been only speculation about how expression
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is produced and received has now had the opportunity to be validated or repudiated by
objective research. A brief review of these findings follows.

Research from the Scientific Community

Although music theorists of the early twentieth century gave affect little attention,
scientists from the new field of psychology found the subject fascinating; as early as the
last decade of the nineteenth century, psychologists began to make systematic studies into
the role of expressivity in music. In the 1930s, Carl Seashore and his colleagues at Iowa
State University devised ways to measure various aspects of music performance. From
his research, Seashore came to believe that “the artistic expression of feeling in music
consists in esthetic deviation from the regular—from pure tone, true pitch, even
dynamics, metronomic time, rigid rhythms, etc. All of these deviations can be measured
so that we can now compare [musicians] quantitatively in terms of their use of a
particular one of the countless devices for deviating from the regular or rigid.”80 The
invention of the piano camera, to name one of their measuring tools, enabled these
researchers to quantify the duration and amplitude of notes in performance. One of their
pioneering studies recorded several performances of the same piece by a professional
pianist; the resulting graph showed the durations of measures and phrases to be nearly
identical for all performances. Even when the pianist was given the task of playing the
same music with no expression, the curves of the graph, though not as wide, were still
approximately the same. These findings of a stable musical interpretation showed that
expressivity is more than a product of learning and rehearsal; it is also correlated to the
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musician's understanding of the musical structure.81 Later research confirmed the role of
deviations in timing and dynamics, finding that such variations often occur without
conscious awareness; as in the earlier studies, these expressive devices also tended to
reinforce the structure of the music.82
In the same decade, Kate Hevner conducted groundbreaking studies that tested six
aspects of music in order to evaluate their efficacy in communicating particular moods to
listeners.83 Her experiments studied tempo, rhythmic type, major/minor mode, melodic
direction, harmonic complexity, and pitch by changing only one aspect at a time and
assessing the responses of listeners. In one experiment, for instance, one of
Mendelssohn's Song without Words was transcribed to retain its original melody and
harmony, but with blocked chords instead of a flowing accompaniment. Hevner's
signature method used a collection of 66 adjectives grouped in eight clusters and
arranged in a wheel-like pattern (see figure 2 in chapter 3) and asked listeners to select
any number of adjectives to describe each musical excerpt. Significantly, the listeners
were asked which words were descriptive of the music, not how the music made them
feel, making the findings independent of the mood state of the listener.84 Hevner's
research found that tempo produced the strongest results, followed closely by mode;
changing the direction of melodic lines seemed to make the least impact. Melvin Rigg
found similar results, as have numerous researchers in more recent years.85 One study
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has found that even young children select the conventional affective responses with
regard to tempo and modality.86
In early studies, research into expression typically used pieces or excerpts of
music to illustrate and evaluate the presence of various emotions and how they are linked
to structural aspects of the music; consequently, there is now an enormous body of
information about how these aspects contribute to listeners' responses to music.87 The
most recent studies, however, have changed the focus to particular performances of
pieces, hypothesizing that the way a performer chooses to interpret the score will
influence the listener's emotional response. While earlier researchers examined variables
in the music itself, such as pitch, modality, and tempo, those at the turn of the twenty-first
century have been dealing with the variables in performance, including articulation and
timing.
Many psychologists now are focusing on exactly how performers communicate
emotions to the listener. When considering such studies, however, it is important to
recognize the difference between the emotions a listener perceives in music, and true
arousal of the emotion. As researchers have found, experiencing an emotion is not
necessary in order to perceive its expression, although perception and induction can, and
frequently do, occur together.88 The induction of emotion in listeners has a number of
possible sources, including musical expectancy (as in Meyer's theory), mood contagion
(reaction to music that resembles emotional speech), arousal potential (listeners prefer
music with an optimal degree of arousal), associations between music and non-musical
factors (the “They're playing our song” effect, for example), and mental imagery.89 Some
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studies have shown that certain pieces of music can successfully induce moods of
depression and elation,90 while another found that, despite listeners having a high degree
of agreement on which adjectives appropriately described the prescribed music, only 10%
matched the current emotional states of the participants.91 Arousal of emotion, in any
case, seems to be a field of less current interest for investigators into musical expression.
In general, researchers have concentrated on the perception of so-called basic
emotions, those that are innate and universal, dealing with what Ekman calls
“fundamental life-tasks.”92 In music studies, emotions are usually limited to happy, sad,
angry, fearful, tender, and a handful of others, which seem to be communicated more
reliably than the nuances within each category.93 Not all psychologists, however,
subscribe to the concept of basic emotions, preferring to limit the dimensions of their
research to valence (pleasant/unpleasant), activity (high/low) and intensity. One
experiment, for example, found that a group of adults identified happiness, anger, and
sadness as the moods that could best be expressed in music; the other words that rated
high were calm and restless, both of which describe activity level rather than emotion.94
A second study found that while listeners had no difficulty identifying sad or happy
moods in segments of music, they were less likely to name fearfulness. The researcher
suggested that fear, while always possessing a negative valence, could have either high or
low activity level, making it more difficult to recognize.95 Different valences, of course,
are much easier to communicate than more specific emotions.96
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Much of the research cited above confirms that performers are able to
communicate at least basic emotions to listeners, while the accuracy of their
communication, under ideal conditions, may even approach that of vocal and facial
expressions.97 Functionalists believe that communication of emotion has been important
throughout evolution since humans, along with other species, use acoustical means to
communicate. Thus it is quite possible that music is a recent descendant of this early
need to communicate emotions.98 Another factor in emotional communication is cultural
learning, which will be discussed in the following chapter.
How emotional communication takes place has been the focus of a group of
researchers from Uppsala University in Sweden, where psychologists have been studying
what Patrik Juslin calls “the psychophysical relations between the performer's expressive
intention, objective properties of the performance, and the listener's subjective
experience.” He elaborates on the process: “The characteristics of musical performance
are of fundamental importance to the psychology of music. The performance of a piece
of music represents the overt, physical manifestation of the composer's and/or the
performer's intentions. At the same time, the listener's experience of the music depends
very much on the specific properties of the sounds produced by the performer.”99
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Figure 1. A re-interpretation of the Brunswikian lens model of musical communication.
Adapted from Juslin, “From Mimesis to Catharsis,” 98.

This process is a form of nonverbal communication of emotions involving 1) a
culturally understood signal system, or code; 2) an encoder who makes a statement using
this code; and 3) a decoder who responds to the code.100 Juslin proposed using the
Brunswikian lens model shown in figure 1 to illustrate and measure such communication,
demonstrating the relationship between expression and recognition.101 In these studies,
the cues that the performer uses to encode a particular mood are compared to the cues
that the listener uses to decode it. Although performers and listeners do not necessarily
use the same cues to decode a passage, the emotional content nevertheless can be
communicated successfully. This finding indicates the presence of cue redundancy,
meaning that the individual performer has multiple paths available to create the desired
expression, including tempo, articulation, articulation variability, amplitude, and onset of
tone;102 the more cues used by the performer, the more reliable the communication.103 In
one experiment, performers and listeners had different emphases in their cues but
100
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communication was still successful, achieving a 70% match between the listeners'
comprehension and the performers' intentions.104 Another study found that using the
acoustic cues appropriate for basic emotions (see table 1 in chapter 2) in synthesized
versions of a melody produced similar success rates to those in live performance. The
fact that the latter performances were rated more expressive, the researcher suggested,
was due to the prosodic contours that musicians used.105
In recent years, Juslin's research has centered on what the performer adds to music
to make it expressive, acknowledging that this may consist of many factors, as opposed to
the single-factor studies pursued up to this time. He proposed the GERMS model, which
includes generative rules, emotional expression, random variability, motion principles,
and stylistic unexpectedness.106 Generative rules relate to deviations in timing, dynamics,
and articulation designed to highlight musical structure, which are by far the most-studied
aspect of expression. Less research has been done on emotional expression, which
consists of acoustic variables presumably derived from the vocalizations of primitive
humans to communicate emotions. Despite the aim of musical rehearsal to create
consistent performances, the random variability in performance is actually what gives it
life, bringing it beyond the mechanical to a level of expressive uniqueness. Physiological
considerations relate music performance to the constraints of biology, connecting music
to human movement. For example, ritardandos at the ends of phrases correspond to
decelerations in a runner's gait as she comes to a halt. The final factor in the GERMS
model is the deliberate violation of stylistic norms to create a momentary tension that
heightens expressivity. Juslin and his colleagues later created a computer model that
evaluated the effect of each of these factors, finding that, as expected, the use of each
feature yielded various responses of “clear,” “sad,” “human,” “gestural,” “musical,” and
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“expressive.” When each factor was isolated, the evaluations reflected the lack of other
elements. For instance, performances using only generative rules scored high on the
clear scale, but quite low on the sad, human, and gestural scales. Juslin added that each
of these elements of performance can be taught at different points of the learning process
(see chapters 2 and 3 for an elaboration of these points).
Recently, new findings regarding expression have been reported in the field of
music pedagogy. In an attempt to demonstrate how these findings could aid music
teachers, the Uppsala group devised experiments to test whether software using cognitive
feedback (CFB) could improve expressive skills.107 Researchers recorded and analyzed
performances of several melodic fragments for particular cues (tempo, sound level,
articulation, frequency spectrum, and timing deviations). Listeners then reported their
responses, after which a computer compared the performance to an idealized version,
then gave feedback as to what adjustments performers could make to improve emotional/
expressive communication. Findings showed that CFB was effective in improving
expressive skills, resulting in a 50% increase in listener decoding accuracy as compared
to a control group. Performers found CFB to be easy to use and thought it improved their
communication accuracy. One further reaction was highly suggestive, however: the
participants would not choose to use the software again, asking what a computer knew
about emotion! The researchers believe that despite this rather common prejudice
regarding the computer, CFB could become a valuable supplementary tool for music
teachers.
The research cited above has been concerned primarily with exploring the field of
emotional expression. But structural expression, related to the formal features of music,
has been a target of researchers as well.108 As mentioned earlier, the role of structure in
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musical expression has been borne out by numerous studies,109 showing what Eric Clarke
calls “rule-like correspondences between various aspects of musical structure and
expression.”110 Johan Sundberg proposed a list of such rules that would be used by a
computer to imitate the expressive deviations of a live performer, noting that without
these variations, the music would sound “dull and nagging.” The communication of
these rules, he noted, reflect the task of the music teacher.111 Sundberg suggested two
types of rules applicable to pianists: differentiation rules, which help the listener
recognize pitch and duration categories, and grouping rules, which help the listener
recognize which tones belong together.112 These rules, according to the authors, “serve
the purpose of enhancing the musical structure. In other words, one function of musical
expression is to assist the listener in understanding the musical structure, i.e., to facilitate
the processing of the flow of acoustic signals produced.” These are the same kinds of
rules that apply in speech, visual fields, and the use of color by architects:113

1) The higher, the louder
2) Sharpening durational contrasts (fast notes generally become faster)
3) Shortening the lower note in a rising interval
4) Lengthening the target note in leaps
5) Pauses in leaps (some lessening of amplitude before the target note in
larger leaps)
6) Accents marking certain durational contrasts ( a) accent the short note
surrounded by longer notes and b) accent the note terminating a pattern of
changes in duration)
7) Amplitude smoothing (less than what one would expect)
8) Amplitude marking the harmonic distance (result: “crescendos
culminating on harmonic changes introducing a chord which is more remote from
109
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the tonic than the preceding chord and decrescendos ending on chords which are
less remote from the tonic than the preceding chord”)
9) Marking the tonic distance (larger amplitude increases for notes farther
removed from tonic)
10) Lengthening the first note after a chord change
11) Final lengthening114

In another investigation of structural expression, pianists were able to imitate not
only conventional structure-appropriate expression, but also distorted versions,
suggesting that musical expression is not solely based on structural features; listeners,
however, consistently rated the more arbitrary performances as being of lower quality.115
A study examining the occurrence of such physiological responses as “thrills” and tears
found that a high percentage (>84%) of the participating listeners reported experiencing
such phenomena in the past five years.116 The structural features producing these
responses were melodic appoggiaturas for tears and relatively sudden changes of
harmonies for shivers; the latter finding in particular is consistent with Meyer's idea of
violation of expectancy.117 Chapter 3 will discuss strategies for enhancing structural as
well as emotional expressivity in performance.
Neuroscientists have only recently begun to study the relationship of the brain to
music and emotion—a daunting project, due to the complexity of the brain. Much
progress, however, has been achieved on the brain's effect on body and emotions through
the release of hormones.118 Another example of recent research included measuring the
change in brain activity with differing levels of dissonance. Areas of the brain normally
affected by negative emotions were the same ones that showed activity while listeners
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experienced dissonance, suggesting that our perception of dissonance is less than
pleasant. As activity in areas of the brain during negative emotions increased, there was
a corresponding decrease of activity in regions associated with positive emotions,
implying that music may not only evoke one reaction, but also inhibit its opposite.119
Researchers in a related study added that “musically induced emotions are processed in
brain regions overlapping those involved in general emotional processing.”120 Musical
“thrills,” discussed earlier from a psychological viewpoint, produced increased
respiration, heart rate, and muscle tension; in addition, scientists found activity in brain
areas associated with responses to “highly rewarding or motivationally important
stimuli,” coincidentally the same areas reacting to chocolate consumption!121 A further
experiment analyzed the brain activity of several non-musicians encountering unexpected
Neapolitan chords following a series of stable harmonies; both hemispheres of the brain
reacted significantly, reflecting their response to the unexpected. Incidentally, these were
the same areas of the brain involved in perceiving language syntax, implying a strong
relationship between language and music.122 These studies are only a small sample of
work that will continue to add physical evidence to the intuitive connections musicians
routinely make between music and emotion.
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CHAPTER 2
RECOGNIZING EXPRESSIVE SIGNS

The psychological literature on emotion and music reviewed in chapter 1
indicates that expressivity can be taught, beginning with the identification of affectiveexpressive cues in the music. Juslin described the aim of his research: “to relate
expression of emotion to recognition of emotion to acquire a deeper understanding of the
communicative process.”123 While Juslin's version of the Brunswikian lens model
describes this process as beginning with the composer and the performer, there must be a
prior process, implicit or explicit, in which the performer perceives the cues based on two
categories of signals: those indicated through referential or extra-musical clues, and those
depending upon a knowledge of musical features, styles, and harmonic language. This
chapter will describe these signs of emotion, character, and style.

Student Competency

Most teachers have had students for whom conveying a mood or playing
expressively is perfectly natural; only the barest instructions are necessary to guide these
pupils into a musically expressive performance. Then there are those students for whom
musical expression is anything but natural. Even the most musically unintuitive students,
however, have heard in their social and cultural environments an enormous amount of
character-specific music that can provide a base upon which to build an expressive
vocabulary. Probably the most influential factor in this process is background music for
television and films, which children often hear as an accompaniment to cartoons.
Music of today's media has its roots in popular street entertainment dating back to
the Middle Ages and Renaissance. By the eighteenth century, the music in opera
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parodies could “explain to the Spectators what the actor seeks to communicate by gesture
and even his innermost thoughts.”124 People began associating tunes with certain moods
or subjects. Even music having no text, such as overtures and incidental music, depicted
storms, battles, or pastoral settings as well as dances, many of which became part of the
conventional musical vocabulary.
The large theaters and audiences for popular entertainment in the nineteenth
century created the need for broad, exaggerated effects that came to be associated with
melodrama, which featured both incidental music and music accompanying the dialogue.
Emotion in melodramas was heightened by music that gave additional force to dramatic
climaxes and action scenes. James L. Smith in Melodrama found musical cues in
performing editions of British melodramas, foreshadowing later film clichés:
Plaintive heroines flee to tremolo violins, bandits with cat-like tread prowl
to pizzicato strings, and combatants . . . time every blow with the
orchestra, parrying to pirouettes and stabbing each other to strong chords.
Chords also emphasize important facts. Everyone understands the
message when The Shade, pointing to the ruined cloister, cries: Blondel—
there thy friend was foully murdered! (music in a terrific chord) Blood for
blood! (chord more terrific) Revenge! (chord) Revenge! (chord) Revenge!
(chord—thunder.)125
The later vaudeville tradition exploited the same conventions, many of which persisted
into the silent film era.
The pianist or organist for silent films was a vital part of the entertainment,
providing a musical analogue to the emotion or action on the screen. The character of
this music, consequently, had to be able to shift rapidly so there would be no occasions
where it did not match the on-screen mood.126 In this fashion, the pianist's job was to
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“manipulate both the emotional level of the story and the feelings of the audience.”127
Enterprising musicians in the 1920's published collections of appropriate music, reducing
each possible scene to a descriptive word or phrase. Erno Rapée's manual for
accompanists, for example, not only included numerous emotion-specific pieces, but also
featured an index on the sidebar of each page in order to facilitate a quick jump to the
next mood. The manual featured music filled with diminished seventh chords for
“horror,” the first movement of the Moonlight Sonata and Chopin's E-minor prelude for
“sadness,” and a perky polka by Fibich for “happiness.” Categories became as specific as
“aeroplane,” “railroad,” and “fire-fighting.”128
These same conventions, not surprisingly, extended into talking films. Stock
characterizations emerged, and any music different from standard nineteenth-century
style signified something unusual. Examples include the distinctive drum pattern, minor
mode, and open fifths of American Indian music; jazzy big city music with car-horn
imitations; “wrong note” melodies accompanying comic characters; and, of course, the
William Tell Overture's iconic evocation of the galloping horses and chases of the typical
western.
These associations also appeared in cartoon music to establish the setting, draw
the audience in, give the viewer more information about the scene, and tell the viewer
how to feel at any given time. From the earliest cartoon music, composers used music
from the classical canon as well as original music. In fact, this source is frequently a
child's first encounter with classical music; as children hear particular fragments of
Wagner, Mendelssohn, and Johann Strauss, they subconsciously connect them with
particular characters or scenarios.
These connections between musical signs and emotion or character rely on both
associative and structural clues. The next section will delve into a particularly useful set
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of signs, often allied to those learned from social and cultural environments: the universe
of topics.

Associative Clues: Topics

As noted in the historical review, composers in the eighteenth century commonly
used, in Ratner's words, “a thesaurus of characteristic figures” or what he called topics,
subjects for musical discourse.129 Hatten referred to topics as ”patches of music that
trigger clear associations with styles, genres, and expressive meanings,”130 while
Hepokoski and Darcy described them as “conventions of sound and texture that associate
styles of certain musical modules with established activities . . . or standard moods.”131
Eighteenth-century composers used these figures consciously, as is illustrated by
Mozart's 1781 letter where he writes about employing Turkish music in an opera for
“comical use.” These references are not necessarily what music is “about” but “at the
least, [they] may orient the character of abstract music.”132 Although some of the early
topics are no longer particularly meaningful to today's audience, a number of them still
spark immediate identification, as do many that have surfaced in later music. Thanks to
music accompanying film and television, many topics are alive and well today, and can
provide access into the character of music. A brief synopsis of some of the more
common topics follows, describing identifying cues along with their indexical meanings.
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Military Topic

One of the most readily-identifiable topics is the military, comprised of two main
elements: the trumpet call and the march.133 Armies as early as the twelfth century used
trumpets to signal particular actions, giving directions to charge, retreat, march, or wake
up (reveille). From these trumpet motives came the characteristic rhythmic patterns, the
triadic melodies, and the repeated notes common to military music. Marches took on
some of these same characteristics, along with imitations of fifes and drums. However,
marches were not always associated with the military. Especially in pre-classical eras, a
march could have been designed for ceremonial occasions such as civic functions or
church-related processions, and some even had dancelike qualities. But the general
feeling of the topic always included elements of the heroic, indexically signifying
manliness, honesty, nobility, and courage, pointing more to the noble ideal of war than to
its brutal reality. Military music is usually loud and often includes fanfares,134 which
came to refer to any brilliant flourish; iconic drum rolls add to the effect, as do trumpetlike open fifths. In sonatas, the military topic is frequently accompanied by what
Hepokoski and Darcy called “hammer-blows” at dynamic climaxes.135
Marches are usually in duple meter and have distinctive patterns of dotted
rhythms or one eighth and two sixteenths, as well as a characteristic vigorous rhythmic
pulse. A distinctive sub-group is the funeral march, using many of the same sound cues
but with a minor modality, a slower tempo, and a usually lower register, while imitations
of muffled drums evoke the “terror and grandeur of death.”136 Less familiar to today's
audience is the Turkish march, referring to noisy, percussion-filled Ottoman bands. This
kind of march was also written in duple meter, with simple harmonies and heavily133
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accented beats often followed by one or more lighter beats, while the melodies featured
staccato thirds and turn figures, frequently punctuated by acciacaturas or other jangling
effects. Mozart used most of these effects to capture this exotic topic in his famous
Rondo alla Turca.137

The Hunt

Closely related to the military topic, the hunt was a popular and distinctive topic
in the eighteenth century.138 Although the noble hunt of the Middle Ages was in decline,
its legacy remained. Despite the inhumane, unsporting practices of eighteenth-century
hunts, in the cultural imagination the hunt was still heroic and glorious, evoking nobility,
adventure, and manliness. Hunt music was based on horn calls, which, like trumpet
signals, were used to carry sound over a large area. The horn was more mellow than the
trumpet, but otherwise used similar notes of the harmonic register.
Similarities between military and hunting calls exist, as both used brass
instruments in a heroic and noble style with frequent fanfares. However, the hunt topic
usually appeared in 6/8 time, its prime signifier. The noble horse of the warrior was also
portrayed in the same meter, a faster version of the hunt. Like some early French horn
calls, the topic often incorporates the characteristic “horn motion,” adding a second line
in simple tonic and dominant harmonies. The hunt is optimistic, generally in the major
mode, evoking splendid, exhilarating, and joyous images. Indexical associations include
kinship with nature, the forest itself, and early morning, considered the best time to
capture prey. Hunting songs made their way into solo instrumental music in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries both as independent pieces and as brief references in
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sonatas. Like the orchestral version, solo hunt music also featured triadic horn fanfares,
horn motion, repeated notes, 6/8 meter, and a heroic character.

Pastorale

During the eighteenth century, members of the European aristocracy acquired a
fascination with the Arcadian ideal: an ancient sunlit countryside populated by the
idealized shepherds portrayed by Fragonard and Watteau.139 The literary tradition of the
pastorale dates back to the ancient Greeks, continuing well into nineteenth century with
its idylls and the nature poetry of Wordsworth. Through much of this writing comes a
sense of the innocence and simplicity of a time before the Fall, coupled with the
melancholy knowledge that this place and time never really existed. The genre also
included themes of lost love with its concomitant longing and despair. At the center of
the topic is the iconic shepherd as natural man, a quite different figure from the poor and
wretched real-life peasant. As Alexander Pope wrote in 1717, “Pastoral is an image of
what they call the Golden Age. So that we are not to describe our shepherds as shepherds
at this day really are, but as they may be conceiv'd to have been . . . We must therefore
use some illusion to render a Pastoral delightful; and this consists in exposing the best
side only of a shepherd's life, and in concealing its miseries.”140
Alongside the classical image of the shepherd were the shepherds of biblical
Nativity narratives, who, according to legend, played rustic dances and lullabies for the
baby Jesus. Shepherds in both contexts were believed to play two principal instruments:
the pan-pipe and the bagpipe, imitations of which made their way into the pastoral style.
As the aristocracy of the eighteenth century embraced the Arcadian ideal, and Marie
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Antoinette and her court played shepherdess in a rustic cottage on the grounds of
Versailles, the rustic bagpipe morphed into the small and delicate musette for the use of
the upper class. All of these instruments became integral to the pastoral topic.
In pastoral melodies, the spirit of the simple folk song predominates, while the
rhythm is usually the 12/8 or 6/8 meter of the siciliana. This gentle, rocking dance with
the characteristic dotted eight and sixteenth motive came to symbolize the pastorale,
particularly in its Christmas guise.141 In support of this association, Mattheson noted that
the siciliana should be played with “a certain seriousness,” appropriate for “tender and
moving subjects.”142
One of the classic examples of the pastorale is Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony,
filled with drone basses and rustic peasant songs. Using a signifier common from the
Baroque era through Debussy's time, the symphony's “rippling sixteenth notes” denote a
brook in the second movement, and the imitation of birdsong, a subtopic of the
pastorale,143 completes the picture. Rather than an evocation of the Golden Age or
classical shepherds, this work is “a glorification of the landscape.”144
Clues for the pastoral topic evoke the tranquility of its literary landscape: calm
tempo, simple harmonies tending toward the subdominant, and melodies harmonized in
thirds. However, the most easily-identified feature of the pastorale is the drone bass,
either a single note or a fifth, referring to the sound of the bagpipe. Further references to
the rural venue include the rhythm of the siciliana, iconic bird songs, and simple, often
unaccompanied, flute-like melodies. Additionally, many pieces carry the title of
“Musette,” an allusion to the eponymous instrument.
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Sensibility or Empfindsam Style; The Pianto

A forerunner of the Romantic expressive style, the sensibility style of the
eighteenth century was perhaps best exemplified by the works of Carl Phillip Emmanuel
Bach.145 In his Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments (1753), Bach
stated that “music’s main aims were to touch the heart and move the affections;”146 like
the early rhetoricians, he too believed that “a musician cannot move others unless he too
is moved.”147 Ratner characterized Empfindsamkeit as “an intimate, personal style, often
sentimental in quality,” whose goal was to evince deep feeling in the listener.148 Along
with unusually free rhythm in recitative-like passages, this style also features clichés
from opera such as sighs, trembling, breathlessness, quick mood changes, discontinuity,
pregnant pauses, and often dissonant harmonies; in many ways, this is the opposite of the
unified affect prevalent in Baroque music. There is a singing quality to this topic, but,
unlike the singing style, it is more accurately called a “halting song style.”149 The
characteristic sighs or piantos of Empfindsamkeit have a long history, going well back to
the lamentations of the Renaissance period. The iconic descending second aimed to
imitate the tears, weeping, sighing, and grief frequently depicted by mournful texts.
Later examples of sighs occurred in both major and minor modality, and often included
ascending seconds as well.
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Sturm und Drang

A much more active topic is Sturm und Drang, or storm and stress. The name is
derived from a 1776 drama by Friedrich Maximilian Klinger, and came to denote a
literary style appearing in the 1770's.150 Developed in opposition to the prevailing
rationalism with its prized qualities of tranquility, balance, and inner harmony, Sturm und
Drang reflected some of the social turmoil leading up to the French Revolution. The
proponents of this style “responding to the aspirations of the rising bourgeoisie,
proclaimed the individual's right to independence of action and freedom of thought and
society's need for a return to the simplicity of nature; [they] held that feelings had priority
over reason and . . . preferred an art that was sombre, intense, introspective,
impassioned.”151 Along with public interest in social issues came a fascination with the
wilder aspects of nature. Storms at sea, reflecting the chaotic character of nature, became
common subjects for paintings, as depictions of tempests and shipwrecks mirrored a
desire to evoke fear and terror, gloom and tortured feelings. One modern writer
suggested that “Tempestuosity and Passion” would be a better translation of Sturm und
Drang, more aptly describing the artistic relation to a storm at sea, as opposed to the
tranquility of the sea at rest.152 Music as well as the other arts was influenced by this
style; characteristic manifestations in opera, for example, included exaggerated tonepaintings in accompanied recitatives, and stage effects of rain, thunder, and lightning.
As a musical style, Sturm und Drang was an outgrowth of Empfindsamkeit. A
similarly intense emotional topic, Sturm und Drang generated such identifying adjectives
as restless, passionate, brutal, and violent, all of which described the experience of being
frightened or overcome with emotion. Features that might be called “romantic” include
150
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minor mode, dynamic extremes, driving rhythms, full texture, somber moods, and
impassioned declamation; its frequent chromaticism, sharp dissonances, and diminished
harmonies are characteristically found in transitional areas of sonatas. The prevalence of
Sturm und Drang in later music prompted Agawu to observe that ”the nominally
disruptive topic 'Sturm und Drang' resonates readily with the essential instability of
Romantic harmony.”153

Ombra

Ombra style grew out of early Italian opera music depicting a scene set in Hades,
or one in which a ghost, oracle, or other supernatural entity appeared to deliver a warning
or other cryptic message; a prime example is the music accompanying the statue in Don
Giovanni.154 The term itself, meaning “shade,” probably was not used until the early
twentieth century, but early writers described such music as being designed to evoke fear,
anger, awe, or suspense, what Edmund Burke referred to as the “sublime of terror.”155
By the late eighteenth century, the topic was widely used in other musical genres in
addition to opera. This music was nearly always written in minor, particularly D minor.
Fear was expressed through tremolos, occasional short pauses, restless motion, and
syncopation (see the opening of Mozart's Piano Concerto in D minor). Anger and
menace were depicted in rising scales or arpeggios and angular melodies, while
chromatic passages broken by frequent rests evoked despair. Other features included
slow sustained chords or slow march rhythm, frequent dissonance, ostinato or chromatic
bass lines, dotted rhythms, furtive staccatos, violent outbursts with strong dynamic
contrast, and unexpected harmonic progressions. One of the most distinguishing features
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was the use of Neapolitan harmonies (flat II6), which had become a signifier of
otherworldliness. The ombra invariably conjures up a surreal or downright eerie
atmosphere.

Singing and Brilliant Styles

Named by theorists of the late Classic period, singing and brilliant styles occur
frequently in eighteenth-century music, but in different locations.156 The singing style
most often appears in primary or secondary themes, while the brilliant is used primarily
in connecting or cadential areas. The singing style is lyrical, usually in moderate tempo,
and is occasionally preceded by an “introductory vamp.”157 The song-like melody has
longer note values in a rather narrow range, and is accompanied by broken chord figures
or rapid repeated notes. Referring to its Romantic incarnation, Agawu cites its
connection with arias “eminently suitable for analyzing the music of an age that
celebrated melodic opera, of Mendelssohn's Lieder ohne Wörte, and of Bruckner's
glorious Adagios.”158
The contrasting brilliant style features rapid figuration, scales, and arpeggios,
evoking virtuosity or intense feelings. Used often in Baroque music as well as Classical,
this style usually features repetition and sequences. Its characteristic brilliant
passagework often links more expressive sections, and many eighteenth-century sonatas
end with this topic.
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Ecclesiastical Styles: Learned Style and Chorale

The learned (or strict, bound, or fugal) style refers to the contrapuntal style so
ubiquitous in early music, particularly after the Renaissance.159 While these earlier works
could be written in a variety of affects, the contrapuntal style in the eighteenth century
usually had a serious and authoritative character as a result of its association with the
church. By the latter part of the eighteenth century, counterpoint implied the seriousness
of the high style, hearkening back to what was then considered an old-fashioned musical
rhetoric. The fugue was naturally the principal vehicle for this style, although shorter
passages of imitation fell into this category as well. In addition to counterpoint, the
learned style frequently used longer note values and lacked ornamentation. Ratner
somewhat fancifully remarked that eighteenth-century audiences could have interpreted a
snippet of learned style interrupting a livelier dancelike section as a procession of priests
passing by a rustic dance.160 Audiences of the time, in other words, could readily identify
the learned style as opposed to a dance or other topic.
Another topic closely associated with the church is the chorale. The four-part
homophonic texture emerged in the late sixteenth century and became the standard form
for hymns in Protestant churches. As a result of this association, Agawu suggested that
the chorale “carries implications of archaicness, age, authority, and a certain purity.”161
Nearer the nineteenth century this topic began appearing in sonatas, where it was also
perceived to refer to religious affects (for instance, consider the second theme in
Beethoven's sonata, op. 53: Allegro con brio). This affiliation became even stronger
from the Romantic era into the twentieth century.
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Dance Topics

Dances in the Baroque era fell into three broad groups: those originating as court
dances (high style), those from a bourgeois tradition (middle style), and those derived
from the poorer classes (low style).162 These divisions, however, were not mutually
exclusive. Members of the lower classes saw and heard burlesques of courtly dances in
street entertainments, while the aristocracy often imported dances of the peasantry or
middle class into their ballrooms as an imitation of folk style or exotic character.163 Each
dance had its own rhythm, articulation, and tempo reflecting particular motoric qualities.
Later eighteenth-century music frequently included segments of pieces or entire
movements recognizable as references to dance styles even if some of the attributes of a
particular dance might be absent. By writing in the new instrumental style, “composers
began to treat dance as a topos which could draw on both a web of cultural associations
and muscle memory.”164 Listeners of the time certainly knew the tempo and affect of the
most popular dances, and would recognize them even in absolute music.
By far the most popular dance in the eighteenth century was the minuet, originally
a court dance with a wide variety of possible characters. Ratner described it as “noble,
charming, lively, expressing moderate cheerfulness by virtue of its rather quick triple
time [covering] a wide range of expression, from the frankly humorous to the deeply
pathetic.”165 The noted “quick tempo” applied to the Baroque form of the dance, but the
increasing range of uses of the minuet in the Classic era led to a broader range of
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tempos.166 Despite the variance of tempo, the minuet could be identified by its noble and
elegant character. Like most eighteenth-century dances, the minuet had a symmetry of
motion which resulted in the periodic character of 4-bar phrases. The popularity of the
minuet persisted into the nineteenth century, not so much as a dance per se, but as a
genre; minuet movements continued to be a popular feature of chamber music, sonatas,
and symphonies through Beethoven's time. Not all of these movements were titled
“minuet,” but characteristic rhythmic patterns identify them nonetheless. Other
nineteenth-century dances in triple meter included waltzes, ländler, and allemandes, all of
which “masqueraded as minuets.”167 This group of dances, though, had roots in less
aristocratic settings, and shared the joie de vivre of the middle or low style of music.
Like these last three dances, the gigue (a relative of the jig) had humbler
antecedents than the minuet. While the French Baroque gigue was serious and usually
imitative, the Italian version or giga was lively and cheerful; this was the version of the
dance that survived into the Classic period, used frequently in last (and occasionally first)
movements of sonatas.168 In contrast to other topics in 6/8 time, the speed and character
of the gigue set it apart from the slower siciliana, and its carefree mood differentiated it
from the heroism of the hunt topic.
Overtaking the minuet in popularity late in the eighteenth century was the lively
contredanse, a French version of the simple English country dance.169 While the minuet
allowed only two people to dance while others observed, the contredanse was open to all.
The music is usually in the major mode, written in simple or compound duple meter with
a clear melody and four- or eight-bar phrases. Mozart composed many sets of minuet166
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contredanse combinations for dance halls, and used the pairing as the final two
movements of symphonies and chamber music as well (see Mozart's string quartet in F,
K. 590 and many Haydn symphonies, including #94 in G, “The Surprise”). Such a
migration from dance hall to absolute music was common in the late eighteenth century,
reflecting composers' confidence that the allusions would be understood by their
audiences.
Numerous other dances were popular in the eighteenth century, both in court and
countryside; see Appendix A for a selected list. As the popularity of these dances waned
in the nineteenth century, many new ones came to supplant them, often connected with
particular ethnic groups. Polish mazurkas and polonaises, Czech polkas, Spanish
habañeras, and the Hungarian czardas all became distinctive signs pointing to their
respective nationalities. As in the Classic era, audiences hearing such dance music
usually recognized the national references.

Tropes

In music of the Classic era and beyond, one topic could be combined with another
to form a trope, which Hatten defined as having a “semantic interaction . . . of
meaning.”170 Each trope created an affect somewhat different from those topics before
they merged. As could be expected, combinations were more likely with topics of
complementary affects rather than contrasting ones. Tropes could enhance the topics, as
the empfindsam and ombra in Mozart's Fantasy in D-minor, or produce a quite different
interpretation (see example 2). Dances were prime vehicles for tropes. For instance, a
dance containing a reference to the military or hunt would imbue the piece with a heroic
or “manly” affect, as in Mozart's German Dance, K. 509, which incorporates horn motion
in the left hand. Minuets written in a contrapuntal style sound more serious, and, with the
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addition of piantos, become more touching. An amusing example is Mozart's Eine kleine
Gigue (example 2), in which the characteristic 6/8 dance rhythm combines with the
learned style and empfindsam piantos to produce a pseudo-serious piece whose inflated
authority ultimately deflates. The cheerful opening, dampened somewhat by the piantos,
becomes more serious as imitation begins. A few measures later, the euphoric mood
completely disappears as the treble slithers chromatically in empfindsam style and
Neapolitan harmonies take over—but only momentarily, as the gigue reasserts itself in m.
16 as if nothing had happened.

Example 2. Mozart, Eine kleine Gigue, K. 574, mm. 1–4 and 13–16

(a) Mm. 1–4

(b) Mm. 13–16
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Analysis of K. 457 Exposition

In Allanbrook's analysis of the first movement of Mozart's sonata in F, K. 332,
she described the astounding sequence of topics in this “miniature theater of human
gestures and actions:”171
The exposition of this Allegro is theater; although it has no aspirations to
actual narrative. Mozart makes palpable the harmonic drama of the
section—the modulation from the tonic to the dominant—by imitating
various human gestures along its arch. This imitation is effected through
the mediation of the kinds of music which characteristically accompany
these gestures. In instrumental music the reigning affects did not need to
be spelled out in words; sonatas were subliminally referential, and
required no “program.” Each musical motive, because it had an implicit
connection with an ordinary human posture, appealed directly to the
listener's experience.172
A similar series of topics unfolds in the exposition of K. 457, beginning and ending with
the brilliant Mannheim rocket, a flourish related to the military topic (see example 3).
Note the use of this figure not only in the presentational first theme but also in the
transition at m. 19, where it forms a trope with the brilliant style. As in K. 332, vigorous
topics alternate with calm lyrical passages to create a dramatic effect. For example,
several times the emphatic Mannheim rocket is juxtaposed with the pleading sensibility
style or the more serene singing style, and the quieter topics are apt to be interrupted by a
passage in Sturm und Drang or brilliant style. The rhythmic gestures that characterize
these topics link them to corresponding emotions. As Allanbrook observed, rhythm is “a
primary agent in the projecting of human postures and thereby of human character,”
creating a universal expressive vocabulary.173 This vocabulary was one that was modified
and expanded in the next century.
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Example 3. Exposition of Mozart, Sonata in C minor, K. 457. Selected topics are
labeled, along with corresponding adjectives from the mood wheel.
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Topics Beyond the Eighteenth Century

In the nineteenth century, abstract works no longer dominated the musical scene,
and the Classical sonata, with its changing sets of moods, gave way to character pieces
and overtly emotional works.174 These latter pieces either followed a particular program,
or sought to evoke a specific mood or place. Topical references continued to appear, but
aimed more for an atmosphere or narrative than the more mercurial sequence of topics
common to the eighteenth-century sonata. Some eighteenth-century topics evolved like
the minuet, for instance, which no longer merely indicated an aristocratic elegance but
now an old-fashioned aristocratic affect.175 Many new topics emerged as a result of
various Romantic concerns, including interests in nature, the supernatural, and the exotic.
Tempest style and bird calls became iconic signs of the natural world, while the exotic
could evoke any nationality outside one's own, from Spanish style to Chinoiserie. In
Music as Discourse, Agawu cited more than 40 topics including folk style, the waltz,
heroic style, scherzo, the lugubrious, bell motif, and many more.176 Similar lists can be
envisioned for twentieth century music as well. For instance, Bartók's music includes
elements of calm, hostile, and nocturnal nature, the grotesque, perpetual motion, and
popular dance, while Debussy's works contain a rich variety of topics from both the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries such as the pastorale, military, Oriental, and Baroque
dances.177
The entire topical world is one that uses musical features to signal extra-musical
meanings, understandable to those who know the conventions. As mentioned in chapter
1, however, some listeners derive meaning from personal associations that have no
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relationship to the music itself in a Hanslikian sense (remember the “They're playing our
song” effect).178 Eero Tarasti noted the diverse paths different people take to musical
understanding:
It is difficult to study empirically the more or less random meanings
assigned to music by 'incidental' listeners. Musical meanings are
understood only by competent listeners. This last statement must not be
understood normatively, however. One does not need to understand music
at all; it can be enjoyed even if it is not understood conceptually. We can
also understand music even if we cannot verbalise our experience of it.
Musical semiotics, however, tries to analyse the musical signs and signprocesses that enable us to experience and understand music.179
The following section will move away from extra-musical references to explore affective
signs deriving from actual structural elements in music.

Structural Features: Basic Emotions and Dimensions

Much recent research into music and emotion has focused on which specific
features in music most effectively communicate particular emotions; the results are
summarized in table 1, which describes the acoustic features of five basic emotions.180
While the emotions themselves can be classified by valence (pleasant vs. unpleasant), the
features correlated with each emotion reflect other fundamental dimensions such as
arousal or potency, encompassing both activity and intensity.181 One notes a simple
division of the emotions: happiness and tenderness are clearly pleasant as opposed to
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anger, fear, and sadness. But the features themselves often do not share the same
dimensions. While happy and tender use the major mode and the others minor, the
activity variable, tempo, groups happy with angry and fearful, and tender with sadness.
The fact that studies show that listeners often have difficulty making a distinction
between the last two emotions leads to the conclusion that the listener needs to use
multiple acoustic features to understand which emotion is being signaled, recalling the
concept of cue redundancy described earlier in connection with the Brunswikian lens
model. Table 1 illustrates such redundancy, in which happiness can be cued by either
fast tempo, major mode, or staccato articulation. Combining all three of these features,
however, greatly increases the likelihood that the listener will identify the music as
happy.
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TABLE 1. Musical Features Correlated with Selected Emotions
Emotion

Musical Features

Happiness

Fast tempo, small tempo variability, major mode, simple and
consonant harmony, medium-high sound level, small sound level
variability, high pitch, much pitch variability, wide pitch range,
ascending pitch, perfect 4th and 5th intervals, staccato articulation, large
articulation variability, smooth and fluent rhythm, bright timbre, fast
tone attacks, sharp contrasts between long and short notes.

Sadness

Slow tempo, minor mode, dissonance, low sound level, moderate
sound level variability, low pitch, narrow pitch range, descending
pitch, small intervals (e.g., minor 2nd), legato articulation, small
articulation variability, dull timbre, slow tone attacks, large timing
variability (e.g. rubato), soft contrasts between long and short notes,
pauses, ritardando.

Anger

Fast tempo, small tempo variability, minor mode, atonality,
dissonance, high sound level, small loudness variability, high pitch,
small pitch variability, ascending pitch, major 7th and augmented 4th
intervals, staccato articulation, moderate articulation variability,
complex rhythm, sudden rhythmic changes (e.g. syncopations), sharp
timbre, fast tone attacks/decays, small timing variability, accents on
tonally unstable notes, sharp contrasts between long and short notes,
accelerando.

Fear

Fast tempo, large tempo variability, minor mode, dissonance, low
sound level, large sound level variability, rapid changes in sound level,
high pitch, ascending pitch, wide pitch range, large pitch contrasts,
staccato articulation, large articulation variability, jerky rhythms, soft
timbre, very large timing variability, pauses, soft tone attacks.

Tenderness

Slow tempo, major mode, consonance, medium-low sound level,
small sound level variability, low pitch, fairly narrow pitch range,
legato articulation, small articulation variability, slow tone attacks,
soft timbre, moderate timing variability, soft contrasts between long
and short notes, accents on tonally stable notes.

Note: These are the most common features found in the literature. Adapted from Juslin,
“From Mimesis to Catharsis,” 96.
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By comparing table 1 to the Hevner mood wheel (figure 2), we immediately note
that the list of more than 70 adjectives used in many studies, while failing to mention fear
and anger, includes many permutations of all the basic emotions. An examination of the
two lists suggests that starting a search for signs by classifying a particular piece or
section as euphoric or dysphoric would be a useful methodology, followed by a
consideration of other dimensions. As an example of such a process, consider Chopin's
Prelude in E minor, op. 26, no. 4. The tempo is marked “Lento,” the dynamic is piano,
the articulation legato, the melodic and bass lines descend, and the piece begins in E
minor, all features listed under “sadness” in table 1. As early as the transition into the
second measure, a falling minor second, the pianto or sigh motive, appears in the melody,
followed shortly by a chromatic descent in the left hand, further indications of the
“sadness” mood. As more piantos appear, the emotion intensifies, and major dominant
seventh chords in m. 4 revert to minor, metaphorically unraveling the attempt to move
out of the dysphoric mood. Cluster 2 of the mood wheel contains adjectives to describe
these deeper versions of sadness: dark, depressing, mournful. When the climax arrives at
m. 16, the suddenly disjunct melody, the increased range of notes both high and low, the
diminished chord, and the crescendo to forte seem so vehement that the word “tragic”
seems appropriate; as these musical features diminish, so does the strength of the
emotion. The acute listener will note the constant flow of restless chords in the bass
which add an agitated component to the affect of the piece.
Many pieces, particularly those from the nineteenth century, follow this scheme
of one affect growing in intensity: that is, a growth in activity and tension, usually
succeeded by a period of abatement, where the levels of tension and activity moderate.
Often this intensity is coupled with registral high points, where the melodic line rises to a
peak. Like speech, musical peaks seem to require more effort and more energy, resulting
in corresponding dynamic peaks as well.182 Additional factors like faster harmonic
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rhythm, increased tempo, and more chromaticism can also be contributing factors toward
this rise in emotional tension.
Both the harmonic and rhythmic characteristics of the topics described in the
previous section suggest a corresponding emotion or mood based on the acoustic features
listed in table 1. Sturm und Drang, for example, contains agitated, angry, and violent
rhythmic patterns combined with chromatic harmonies, while the pastorale topic conveys
a placid calm through its serene diatonicism and gentle rhythms. Empfindsamkeit
attempts to portray intense, often dysphoric emotion with its characteristic interrupted
melodies and chromaticism, while many dance topics have lighthearted rhythmic patterns
and relatively simple harmonies. Apart from such serious and stately dances as the
sarabande, the vast majority of dance topics have rhythmic and/or articulatory features
that place them solidly in the realm of positive valence. The bodily gestures connected
with the ONE-two-three of a waltz give a lightness to the final two beats, correlating with
lightness of mood. In a similar fashion, the characteristically detached articulation of
dance music has its corporeal equivalent in such playful activities as bouncing and
hopping, while gently uneven rhythms in a 2:1 ratio evoke pleasant rocking sensations.
Even when such features are combined with a minor modality, the mood normally never
descends past a gentle melancholy (see Appendix A for a brief description of some of
these dances and their accompanying affects).
Not every musical topic has a mood; neutral areas can and do exist in many
pieces. The brilliant topic, for example, is generally content-free, its function typically
being connective or cadential, but it can imbue even these areas with an air of success
and virtuosity. In her seminal book, Rhythmic Gesture in Mozart, Wye Allanbrook
describes how knowledge of topic theory adds to an understanding of so-called abstract
music:
An acquaintance with these topoi frees the writer from the dilemma he
would otherwise face when trying to explicate a given passage . . . By
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recognizing a characteristic style, he can identify a configuration of notes and
rhythms as having a particular expressive stance, modified and clarified, of
course, by its role in its movement and by the uses made of it earlier in the piece.
In short, he can articulate within certain limits the shared response a particular
passage will evoke.183
The emphasis here is on expressivity in general, but the “shared response” certainly
includes emotional correlations as well.

Structural Features: Style and Markedness

While only a basic level of musical knowledge is necessary to discern expressive
signs based on topical or emotional cues, style-based cues, including markedness, require
a more extensive background in history and theory. A general knowledge of the stylistic
characteristics of each historical period, coupled with at least a fundamental acquaintance
with diatonic harmony, are prerequisites for perceiving the norms and deviations of each
era.
The competent listener of classical music will be acquainted with the conventions
of tonality and structure in addition to its topical references. As noted earlier,
expressivity in music is heightened by deviations from the norm, which Hatten calls
“markedness,” or salient features.184 Unmarked features constitute the larger part of
music, while those with a marked quality occur less frequently and have a more striking
impact. One example is the unmarked major mode as opposed to the less-frequent and
therefore marked minor mode in the late eighteenth century. The former is usually nontragic in its affect, embracing a wide variety of expressive states such as the heroic,
pastoral, comic, and calm, while the minor mode has a more limited range of emotion. In
Classical works, the minor mode is usually tragic, and the major mode inflected by the
minor has a particularly poignant affect. As a result, according to Hatten, compositions
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in minor “tend to provoke more-specific expressive interpretations than works in
major.”185 Incidentally, this is not necessarily true of Baroque music, where the minor
mode was not invariably perceived as tragic. Historical and cultural context, in other
words, must always be a part of determining the markedness of a particular musical
passage.
Markedness extends beyond simple oppositions of modality. An irregular rhythm
such as a syncopation stands out, as does an unusual phrase length in a piece filled with
4-bar phrases. One note in a melody can be marked if it deviates from a pattern, rises
higher than its surroundings, or has a sudden dynamic emphasis. In a like fashion, an
unusual dissonant harmony is marked, as would be a consonant chord in a largely
dissonant context. In the prevailing diatonic harmonies of the late eighteenth century,
chromaticism is a marked quality, including the diminished seventh chords that give
particular expressive qualities to Sturm und Drang and Empfindsamkeit topics. More
broadly, any unusual feature within a topic can be marked for expressiveness. For
instance, a sudden lull within a Sturm und Drang topic should be given special treatment,
as should a sudden dissonance within a passage in singing style.
As seen in the Chopin analysis, the increases in intensity found in much Romantic
music often involve multiple marked features—unusually high notes, greater
chromaticism, and thicker texture, among others. Zohar Eitan, in a definition that could
apply to all markedness, categorized such climaxes as “rhetorically emphasized events
[which] capture our attention because they are particularly striking, exceptional, or
surprising. They are emphatic because of their potential for arousal . . . Rhetorical
emphasis can be the result of sudden changes, exceptional features, or high intensity in
various domains.”186 This “potential for arousal” is what listeners experience in the
swelling emotions that often accompany such peaks.
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Markedness also results from denial or deferral of expectation. Meyer gives a
simple example of expectation—a chord progression of I–ii–I 6/4–V followed by a
question mark; any final chord other than the tonic would be surprising and therefore
marked. Each expectation that is not met is an expressive sign, demanding to be
highlighted by the performer. Other instances include false recapitulations, deceptive or
evaded cadences, sudden changes in texture, and unexpected caesuras. Similarly, an
antecedent phrase not followed by its expected consequent could be marked as well.
Another type of markedness, involving what Hatten calls the “location function,”
requires a knowledge of structure and an alertness to the kinds of music appropriate to
sub-sections within a structure.187 Each section of a sonata has its own type of material—
periodic and stable themes in presentational sections, aperiodic and unstable material in
developments and transitions, and stable, shorter periods in closing sections. Any
appearance, therefore, of an atypical feature in a particular location is a signal of
markedness. For example if a closing section of a sonata exposition, which is normally
harmonically simple, periodic, and repetitious, were to include dissonances or a
particularly soulful theme, then we would consider that section to be marked and open to
expressive treatment.
As can be seen, expressive signs arise from social and cultural sources as well as
from within the music itself. Cues can be as simple as those we absorb unconsciously
from our environment (e.g., topics), or as complex as those understood as a result of a
thorough education in music theory and style (e.g., expectation and markedness). In
addition, emotional cues resulting from acoustical features have been valid at least since
the eighteenth century, despite changing styles. An acquaintance with all of these types
of signs can be an invaluable aid in creating an expressive musical performance. In
chapter 3, we will move from recognition to the use of these signs and strategies for
teaching them to our students.
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CHAPTER 3
TEACHING STRATEGIES

Research in musicology, theory, and psychology suggests an exploration into
practical applications for music instruction. Teachers who are aware of expressive signs
can develop strategies to help their students recognize and use these signs to connect with
the emotions in music and communicate them in their performances. In this chapter I
will investigate such strategies for all levels of advancement; while some of these are
particularly applicable to younger students, many can be helpful at more advanced levels
as well.
While over the last hundred years psychologists have produced a large body of
research on expressivity in music, music educators have only recently begun to
investigate this same phenomenon from a pedagogical perspective. Such research
indicates that teachers use many different strategies to impart information about affect.
Robert Woody, for instance, investigated both verbal and non-verbal approaches to
teaching expressivity, and found that using metaphors and imagery, language focusing on
sound properties, and aural modeling could all be useful, with no definitive evidence
favoring one approach over another.188 Ideally, an instructor should have competence in
all of these strategies to use with students with differing learning styles. The following
section will investigate some of these approaches.
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Verbal Approaches: Metaphors, Imagery, and Acoustic-Expressive Terminology

The vocabulary used by teachers can be a powerful determinant of how students
imagine musical expressivity. While a large majority of instructors use professional
words such as legato or staccato, it has been shown that use of an experiential or
metaphorical vocabulary is more effective. The use of imagery in particular can help
students to relate musical events to their own lives.189
Metaphors can be an effective approach for conveying expressive ideas as well as
a valuable tool leading students to a greater understanding and connection with their
inner feelings. Such language may help a student to make “student-to-world
connections,” which aid them in grasping abstract concepts. Because of the inherent
ambiguity of metaphor, however, teachers need to accompany this language with specific
musical terminology.190 In addition, care must be taken to ensure that the metaphors are
part of the student's experience; saying “feel like you've just received notice of a tax
audit” will not help a young child connect with the fear in the piece.
Figurative language can be motor-affective, involving both emotions and bodily
movement.191 Teachers commonly employ a wide variety of these metaphors involving
motion, attitudes, and actions such as those listed in Appendix B. According to Sylvia
Barten, such language can “influence or persuade students through capturing their
attention and imagination, making the experience memorable, and possibly getting
students to accept the directive through humor.”192 Teachers can also compare the use of
technical terms versus metaphors (see Appendix C) to see which would best
communicate affect, as it has been found that both vocabularies are useful in leading
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musicians to perform with the desired musical properties. While some students feel
comfortable with the directive to “play legato,” others respond better to metaphors such
as “like a river flowing and never stopping.”193
Problems in using imagery and metaphor, however, lead many instructors to
prefer verbal instructions focused on sound properties.194 As Woody observed, “Strong
emotion or poignant mental imagery might incite a musician's expressive interpretation,
but such ideas are only communicated to an audience if they are translated into
discernible acoustic sound properties.”195 These properties, summarized in table 1, are of
particular use if a teacher uses specific language that points out the sonic features of a
given affect. While some students readily understand that slow and legato contribute to a
sad mood, others need to have this concept verbalized until the connection becomes
automatic.

Non-verbal Approaches: Aural and Physical Modeling

Children are natural imitators, and teachers can take advantage of that trait by
modeling expressive performances. In a study by Richard Sang, modeling performance
behaviors was nearly three times as effective as verbalization; students of all age levels,
he found, perform better when their teachers have strong modeling skills.196 Modeling is
a way of immersing the student in historic tradition, since musicians throughout the ages
have heard and imitated their instructors in order to learn proper style.197 It is well193
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known, however, that many music teachers are reluctant to play for their students,
voicing concerns that the student will not learn to read or count, merely mimicking an
expressive performance rather than developing one on their own. Research has shown,
however, that modeling can be highly effective in imparting stylistically appropriate
expressive deviations, which verbal approaches are less effective in communicating.198
Musical modeling involves an instructor's performance followed by the student's
imitation, many variants of which can be adapted depending on the particular situation.199
For instance, a teacher could give two or more different performances for the student to
listen for particular musical features. Or the instructor could play the student's (incorrect)
version first, exaggerating the problem features, before playing a more stylistically
correct version. Getting the student to listen is the key to these techniques.
Accompanying modeling with verbal communication is especially advantageous. The
teacher should encourage the student to articulate what expressive features she heard. If
she cannot identify the features in question, the teacher can perform the excerpt again,
exaggerating those features. In this way, the teacher leads the student to identify the
expressive features consciously.200
Another type of modeling is the use of physical gestures. Even Stravinsky, known
for his unemotional performance style, said that “the sight of the gestures and movements
of the various parts of the body producing the music is fundamentally necessary if it is to
be grasped in all its fullness.”201 Teachers can encourage their students to mirror
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particular moods in their posture. For a heroic mood, for example, students can sit up
straight with lifted chins, while the drooping character of a sad piece could be evoked by
loose muscle tone and a sagging body. Moving the muscles of the face can also help to
capture a particular mood. Paul Ekman's extensive studies revealed that ”most of our
emotions have a distinctive signal that tells others how we are feeling.”202 To encourage
empathy, Ekman showed photographs of people experiencing great grief; for those
unable to feel this emotion, he gave detailed instructions for moving facial muscles to
approximate great sadness.203 He believed that by imitating these expressions, one could
actually feel the emotion itself. Exercises such as this can be attempted with students,
bearing in mind some cautions mentioned later in the section on acting exercises.

Basics for the Early Student

From the beginning, teachers should encourage their students to respond
intuitively to the expression their pieces evoke. Asking questions about the overall mood
of a piece and how it makes the student feel can provide the teacher with useful
information, as not all students respond to such questions intuitively.
As noted earlier, the acoustic-expressive features in music include tempo,
dynamics, modality, articulation, and rhythm. Early students will not initially be
concerned with tempo, but they can begin to notice the other four features and how each
one contributes toward setting a mood. Method books, with their colorful titles and
illustrations, are a prime resource for teaching this musical code.
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The process of teaching expressivity should begin with the first pieces a child
learns. When the first forte marking appears in a method book, a teacher should talk with
the student about why this piece should be loud, considering what the title says and
whether this is an activity that implies noise. Making a connection between musical
expression and real-life experiences can lead to a discussion of what mood the piece is
trying to convey. The student can be encouraged to choose from several possible affects,
then use acoustic-expressive techniques to convey the desired mood. A teacher should
talk with the student about the many shades of expression, as, in the words of Sidney
Harrison, “there is all the difference in the world between the forte that says 'I love thee'
and the forte that says 'I'll kill you.'”204 Additionally, if a piece is athletic, it could inspire
the student to use her body more vigorously, as opposed to a quieter body in a softer
piece.
Teachers can use similar techniques when presenting the first minor pieces. If a
student perceives these pieces as being different from those in the major mode, the
teacher can talk about what features evoked this perception—slow tempo, legato
articulation, low register? This discussion can lead a student to highlight these musical
elements, encouraging her to make her own discoveries in subsequent pieces. If a student
seems to lack an intuitive response to a minor modality, the teacher can play some pieces
in contrasting moods and modes, exaggerating the salient acoustic features and her own
body movements. After investigating a few pieces together, always making note of the
appropriate acoustic cues, the instructor can prompt the student to recognize the same
features in other pieces. The teacher can even make a game out of a comparison test to
assess the extent of the student's perception.
In addition to dynamics and modality, mood recognition depends on articulation
and rhythm. The first exposure a child has to articulation is in the first piece that
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introduces staccato. Usually the first staccato piece has a title such as “Bouncing Ball,”
clearly linking the musical with the somatic. To illustrate the range of staccato-created
affects, a teacher can play contrasting pieces, asking the student to notice the difference
in energy between the two—vigorous versus gentle, as in the contrast between a
bouncing ball and raindrops on the roof. Since articulation connects directly with
movement, this is the ideal time to introduce motional aspects of expressivity, which will
be discussed later.
Rhythm in all its complexity is a vital part of a piece's expression, and even
beginning students respond to the differences between duple and triple meter. Early
teaching books usually include both marches and dances, and it is important that students
feel the difference between the two. Teachers can ask students to march in time to music,
loudly counting out the duple meter. When encountering triple meter, students can sway
or dance in time to the music to internalize the underlying rhythm and its distinctive
swing. While dynamics vary among dances, the articulation often is detached rather than
smooth; the instructor can point out this correlation and model an exaggerated version of
the piece so that the student can imitate its dancelike qualities.

Expressivity for the Advancing Student: The Mood Wheel

By the time that a student has progressed beyond the first method books, she has
acquired many skills that can help her communicate expressively. Teachers should
continue to expand the student's recognition of the basic acoustic-expressive features,
highlighting these in each piece. One of the most effective tools to connect particular
musical features with affect is the Hevner mood wheel, seen in figure 2. Kate Hevner,
one of the earliest psychologists to investigate expressivity in music, compiled a list of
adjectives that she used to obtain mood evaluations. Variously called adjective wheel,
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adjective clock, mood clock, and mood wheel, the chart has been used by researchers for
the past seventy years, and can be adapted for use in teaching studios.

Figure 2. The mood wheel. Adapted from Kate Hevner, “Experimental Studies of the
Elements of Expression in Music.” American Journal of Psychology 48, no. 3 (April
1936), 249. Additional adjectives (IIa) from Hevner, “The Affective Character of the
Major and Minor Modes in Music.” American Journal of Psychology 47, no. 1 (January
1935), 109.
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Music teachers can use the mood wheel to help students at all levels to identify
the prevailing mood of a piece or section of a piece. For those students who cannot
identify what mood the music is expressing, a forced choice among the possibilities on
the wheel facilitates a decision. For instance, a student usually can make the appropriate
decision between happy and sad. Using the mood wheel in its simplified form fleshes out
the simple happy/sad option (note the underlined words in figure 2). Rather than thinking
in terms of moods, some students see images of people, places, or more abstract objects
in the music. These students may find it easier to label a piece as a character, either real
or imaginary, before turning to particular adjectives that describe a mood.205 In
collaboration with the teacher, such students can construct a version of the mood wheel
that uses imagery to connect with each adjective.
Another tactic involving the mood wheel is to connect the acoustic cues in a
particular piece to affective words through the process of elimination. Bearing in mind
the sound properties researchers have discovered as ideally communicating emotions to
listeners, the teacher and student can isolate various properties and match them with
particular clusters. A loud dynamic, for example, would eliminate “dreamy” and “sad,”
making other moods more likely. Coupling the loud dynamic with a fast tempo
eliminates “dignified” as a mood. Legato removes several other groups, as does a major
mode. Ultimately clusters 6 through 8 are the only remaining groups from which to make
the choice of affect. Teachers should be careful to allow the pupil to make these final
decisions before proceeding to various techniques for communicating the mood to an
audience: exaggeration of the characteristic signs (rhythm, staccatos, dynamics, tempo),
facial expressions, gesture, and so on.
Musical topics can be connected with particular emotions characterized by words
from the mood wheel (see example 3). To facilitate this connection, the teacher and
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student can construct a “topic wheel,” where the appropriate adjectives from different
clusters are grouped under one topic. For example, while we can describe Sturm und
Drang with many words from cluster 7, we can also use the mood “stormy” from cluster
2a. In characterizing the hunt or the military topics, one searches in vain for “heroic,” but
that adjective can be appended to the list. Teachers can enhance the topic-mood
connection by various appeals to the student's imagination, beginning with examples
from the media, from YouTube206 to the dances in period movies,207 in this way providing
visual analogues to topics. Watching a Baroque dance video itself exemplifies the word
“graceful,” and suggests the addition of “elegant.”208 Other strategies include developing
mental imagery about a topic's scene and encouraging listening projects that focus on the
sound of appropriate orchestral instruments.
While teaching expression in single-affect pieces is relatively straightforward,
capturing the shifting moods in sonatas and other abstract pieces is more challenging.
Due to the lack of evocative titles, these pieces are the ones that students find difficult to
connect with any sort of emotion. Improving a student's ability to recognize and
communicate the embedded affective signs can be beneficial to a more interesting
performance.
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Expressivity for the Advancing Student: Structure, Style, and Markedness

Despite the efforts of generations of teachers to promote accuracy, music in real
life is not performed precisely; it is full of deviations from the written notation. Johan
Sundberg called the musical score “nothing more than a sketchy description of the
essence of sounding music,”209 while Joan Last commented that

it is sometimes thought that, as the composer (or editor) has written marks
of expression in the music, all one has to do is to follow them. But no
mark of expression can convey fully the tonal range of a phrase; it can
only indicate a general level around which there must be a rise and fall of
tone, however slight.210

Part of the teacher's task is to impart “unwritten musical principles” to students,211
beginning with help in locating expressive moments in music by virtue of their harmonic,
rhythmic, or thematic importance.212 Teachers can start this process in pieces from
children's method books, where phrase identification can be deduced from the words.
Connecting the normal activity of speaking with music is the function of lyrics in these
early pieces, as phrases typically end where a natural grammatical break would occur.
An instructor can read these lyrics with the student to find where they need to breathe,
then make note of how this coincides with a physical lift of the hands at these points.
Students can also learn to shape dynamics within the phrases by experimenting with
emphasis, speaking the lyrics first before playing with the same dynamic shape.
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Deviations in tempo are as important as those of dynamics. While it may not be
advisable for teachers to tell students to perform this way, numerous studies of timing in
professional performers have shown that the tempo within any given phrase, rather than
being constant, tends to accelerate early in the phrase, then relax somewhat at the end,
creating an expressive arc.213 Ritardandos at the ends of phrases and in cadential areas
are necessary to define boundaries; a greater lengthening of the phrase indicates a more
important syntactic break.214 Students therefore need to be able to identify not only where
the phrases are, but also where cadences are located, including their relative strengths.
As students grow in their understanding of harmony, form, and style, they can
begin to notice deviations from the norm. Teachers can ask students who have become
attuned to the expectations of representative styles to find marked elements in a piece and
assess their impact on the expressive quality of the section. A teacher can introduce this
concept by playing two versions of a passage and asking which version reflects
expectations. Questions about which is the most unusual chord or harmonic change can
lead to decisions to highlight them with timing, dynamic, or articulation changes.

Supplemental Strategies

For some students, the best way to respond to the affect of music is to draw, write
a story, or dance. Since children develop visual, literary, and musical creativity to
different degrees, teachers may need strategies to help students find the most congenial
extra-musical means to give their pieces expression. Appeals to the particular strengths of
a student can spark a connection with emotion better than more conventional methods.
213
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Visual Arts

Teachers can use many approaches involving the visual arts: encouraging a
student to draw or paint, showing artwork of a historical period, and experimenting with
expressive graphs, to name a few. Students who enjoy creating their own artworks may
enjoy making a single artwork capturing the affect of an entire piece or several smaller
drawings for sections having different moods. Such students might wish to approach a
piece in sonata form by first identifying the particular topical cues, then providing an
illustration for each one. Simply using color can be another means for students to
connect with emotions,215 as some students find that “emotion may be embodied more
readily in colors.”216 Highlighting a sonata with different colors can help such a student to
make emotional connections with an abstract piece.
In figure 3, a sample drawing from one of my students, an eight-year-old boy,
illustrates “Moths” by John Thompson.217 The piece is in a modified ABA form, which
changes from its opening cheerful major section to a B section that culminates in several
loud, dissonant chords. The student drew the A section as moths fluttering calmly above
trees and mountains, while the B section depicts a man swatting at the same moths. The
story emerging from such a picture can lead to a discussion of specific musical elements
such as structure and dynamics.218
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Figure 3. A nine-year-old's illustration for John Thompson, Moths.

For students who respond to examples rather than creating their own, an instructor
can exhibit a variety of pictures and ask which comes closest to the mood or atmosphere
of a piece; this approach is useful with students who find difficulty using words.
Teachers can also encourage student projects linking art of the time to pieces or particular
topics. For the pastorale, for example, paintings by Fragonard and Watteau can help to
set the scene, and the many depictions of storm at sea can bring life to the Sturm und
Drang topic.
Rebecca Shockley proposed a system of mapping to aid in learning and
memorization; this procedure involves freehand or computerized representations of
musical features that can be used as mnemonics.219 While the emphasis of her book is on
features such as pitch direction and harmonies, the idea can be adapted to illustrate
expressive features. A map showing the dynamics of each phrase is one version of this
idea, while another is a map of topics or moods that run through the course of a piece.
219
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For example, figure 4 is an original map for Kabalevsky's Fairy Tale, a short piece in
ABA form.220 The gently-moving A section is in E-flat major with a singing style, while
the B section modulates through several minor tonalities with an agitated, Sturm und
Drang style. The A sections are serene and happy, while the B section builds ominously,
then remains in minor until the transition back to the A section. Figure 4 incorporates
both dynamics and tempo changes, and visually represents the mood shifts with weather
icons. As an expansion of Shockley's suggestions, this map functions not only as a
memory aid but also as an expressive aid in conceptualizing the piece.
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Figure 4. Expressive map for Kabalevsky, Fairy Tale.

Telling a Story

Students often enjoy making up stories to accompany their pieces, particularly
story pieces. Many compositions fall into this category, including pieces with no title at
all. However, a piece that is named “Ballade” or “Fairy Tale” generally prompts some
kind of story on the part of the listener or performer. Although such pieces rarely make a
story explicit, students can exercise their creativity to develop a plausible narrative. If
they are unable to write an original story, they can be encouraged to find a story
appropriate to the piece.221
221
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A simple example can be found in Bartók's For Children, part I, no. 28. This
short piece is untitled, but the expressive marking in the beginning is “Parlando,” and the
portato melody has the character of a recitative. The slow tempo, the Dorian mode, and
the drooping seconds at the end of nearly every phrase all indicate a feeling of sadness.
The most salient moments in the piece are the held C-sharps in m. 5 and 10, which are
accented and form striking dissonances with the left hand chord, evoking a musical cry of
anguish. I asked a nine-year-old boy to write a story about this piece, and he produced
the following:

“Sad Story”
Once upon a time, a prince and princess played together and went
to school together. They were living happy lives until a witch took the
princess far, far away. It broke the prince's heart. He cried and cried
every day and night and died when he heard that the princess was never
seen again.

This story compares to the text of a variant of the tune that Bartók used:

László Fehér stole a horse/Beyond the black hill./László Fehér was
caught there/And put into the depth of jail.222

Although this story is completely different from the first, both share the same melancholy
outcome. One can even imagine the climactic events of “It broke the prince's heart” and
“László Fehér was caught there” being reflected in the dissonant C-sharps. Whether or
not the composer knew the lyrics is not the issue: Bartók composed a piece of palpable
sadness that was easily perceived by this young performer, who was able to connect with
the emotion and convey it to the listener.
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When asking students to create stories, teachers may need to step in to channel
rampant narratives, asking that they actually relate to the musical features in the piece.
Two examples of stories for Kabalevsky's Fairy Tale follow: the first by a female college
student, and the second by a nine-year-old girl.223 The first story is simple, and accurately
reflects the contrasting moods of the music.

A princess was meandering through the forest. All of a sudden,
some ominous feeling came upon her, and a dragon appeared. A prince
arrived, fought with the dragon, and emerged victorious. The prince and
princess then meandered through the forest together.

The second story is much more elaborate:

“The Evil Donut”
(A) Once upon a time, Sugar [the student's dog] ate a donut outside
on a lovely day. It started to rain, so Sugar went back inside. But SHE
FORGOT HER DONUT! The half-eaten donut got struck by lightning.
Something weird happened . . . The donut was ALIVE!!!
(B) The donut wanted revenge. After all, every donut hated it
when the idiot who only ate part of the donut left it out on a rainy day.
Everyone knew that, except for a specific idiot, Sugar. The donut was
known as [long series of letters and numbers], but we can just call him
Bob. He got some grass, herbs, collected water in a teacup Sugar left
outside, and put it all in a pot Sugar sat in outside. Then Bob put in the
most special ingredient of all . . . HIMSELF! Bob sank and drowned, but
only for a while. He came back up to the surface. He was bigger than the
universe itself!!! He was planning to eat Sugar . . .
(C) It stopped raining so Sugar went back outside. She saw Bob!
Bob picked Sugar up and . . . CRUNCH!!!!!
Coda: Bob was in Sugar's stomach! PHEW! Sugar ate Bob in one
bite! YAY SUGAR!!!! But now she's too fat to move . . .
THE END
223
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This student created a real work of art, which, however, was only loosely related to the
musical features. Subsequently the student and I revised the story to fit the piece more
exactly, preserving the basic story line while following the trajectory of the piece:

A: Sugar is outside on a sunny day, eating a donut. It begins to
rain around m. 5 of the piece. Sugar goes inside and leaves the donut out
in the rain.
B: We enter the mind of the evil donut. The donut (“Bob”) gets
more and more evil and plots revenge on Sugar for leaving him out; the
climax comes at m. 15. From m. 17 to the end of the section, Bob is very
busy putting together all the ingredients in the pot.
A: The sun comes out, and Sugar goes outdoors again. The sun is
blazing hot. Sugar eats the donut (which has grown quite large), and then
can barely move by the end.

This admittedly much less-interesting story clarifies the moods of the sections: the A
sections are major, and reflect the sunny weather, while the B section is minor, reflecting
the rain and the evil at work. The busyness in the second half of the B section can be
heard in the repetitious nature of the music. The piece's end, of course, gets softer and
slows to a stop, like the dog in its bloated state.
When assigning such a creative project, teachers need to be sensitive to their
students' own ideas; it is rarely a good idea to impose a story on students.224 An instructor
could inquire whether the student would like to experiment with writing a story (or paint
a picture) and then follow her lead. A related project is to connect with the musical affect
by stringing a series of short pieces together to make a narrative.225
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Motion and Emotion

Music and movement have been interwoven since ancient times; indeed, in many
cultures dance and music are viewed as a single art form.226 Early music was frequently
designed to accompany or encourage a specific action; there was music for dancing, for
marching, or for ceremonial uses. These activities in turn evoked particular feelings
attached to the movements. We also find the connection between music and motion in
our metaphors for musical experiences, as we frequently speak of “being moved” by
music. Teachers can encourage students to explore the role of movement in the musical
gestures they are attempting to bring to life, as one study found that exercises in
perceiving and experiencing muscular movement are useful in developing musical
concepts.227 Still another study found that using movement to describe music not only
created a longer musical memory than the verbal approach, but also was perceived as
more enjoyable.228
Dalcroze Eurhythmics is a well-known program that seeks to connect music with
the body, allowing for a freer, more creative manner of making music.229 Its emphasis on
rhythm and movement follows Emile Jaques-Dalcroze's belief that “the body itself would
act as intermediary between sounds and thought, and would become the direct instrument
of our feelings.”230 Many Dalcroze exercises can be adapted by piano instructors in
226
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private or group lessons to connect movement with the acoustic-expressive features of
music. For example, a student can move to the same musical passage played with
different articulation, then determine whether the music was the same or different.231 In
this way, students become aware of the features that create different movements and,
consequently, different feelings. Asking a student to imitate animals' movements (a
snake slithering or a frog jumping, for example) can illustrate how to transfer visual
images to muscular, then aural images.232 Through such exercises, students can discover
that certain rhythms “have their direct analogue in human [or other animal] expressive
behavior.”233
Tempo exercises also draw from animal analogies. As small children are less able
to move at a tempo different from their natural rhythm, it can be effective for them to
imitate animals that move at different speeds.234 Animals and moving vehicles can also
become the visual analogue for expressive tempo variations, such as accelerando and
ritardando: examples include trains picking up speed then slowing down, or a pony
trotting briskly then tiring at the end of the day. With these images, young students can
transfer motion from a familiar situation to the musical medium.
Dynamics are the result of different degrees of muscular energy that correlate
with feelings and moods. For example, muscles contract sharply in an angry emotion,
but relax in sadness, creating contrasting levels of energy.235 A sample exercise for
experiencing crescendo and diminuendo has a student crouch on the floor and gradually
rise to a kneeling and then standing position as the music increases in amplitude. As the
student moves, she can feel the fight against gravity, which adds to the intensity of the
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movement. She can also improvise strong movements to accompany fortissimo music
and quieter movements for pianissimo.236
Alexandra Pierce proposed two ways of connecting motion with emotion in
music: characterizing motion and tone of voice.237 Determining the character of a section
of music can involve experimenting with whole-body gestures or walking: just as one can
identify a friend by her style of walking, one finds that walking to music leads to the
discovery of its character. Following such an identification comes a search for the verbal
equivalent to the music's character.
To find the tone of voice of a musical excerpt, Pierce suggested identifying the
mood of a passage, then speak a descriptive adjective or adverb repeatedly until its
feeling is part of the voice's expression. By that time, the feeling should be noticed
proprioceptically in facial expression and physical bearing, which can include the
addition of an arm gesture. Pianists should then play the passage in question with as
much of the discovered body language as possible, “diverting the speaking into their
hands on the keys.”238 As she explores, the performer can find ways of touching the
instrument to play the tone of voice—striking, then releasing quickly for anger, stroking
for comforting.
Our physical experiences of music even extend to structure. If one thinks of the
tonic as a place of balance, other harmonies can create the impression of “excursions that
take your weight off balance [bringing] clarity into the perception of harmonic structure.”
As corollaries to this concept, the performer can have the physical experience of arrival
and departure, far and near, rest and exertion through tonality and harmonic structure. 239
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Melodies themselves become more expressive when they are moved. A student
can draw melodic contour with an arm (or the entire body), then alternate singing and
contouring with playing, listening actively to her body and the music she is producing.240
Through this technique, the student perceives dynamic shape as one that involves
resistance to tension, then relaxation.
Many feelings challenge our ability to describe them. A teacher may find that
waving a hand in the air is more effective than trying to verbalize the gesture. Feeling a
line with the body is one of the most important ways to experience emotion, even an
undefined one. Playing a slur, for example, feels like being on a swing or like taking off,
floating, or flying. These are physical sensations that do not necessarily involve content.
But that same two-note slur can be verbalized as “help me” or “moth-er,” thus adding
poignant emotion to the motive. In such a way, students can express both the emotion
and its corresponding physical activity.241

Acting Exercises

Given the fact that musicians often act out various emotions in their
performances, it follows that exercises from the acting field can be beneficial. However,
teachers need to use these techniques with care, as students can become immersed in
“becoming” a character or taking on an exaggerated emotion. It is important to
remember that there are vulnerabilities in some students that could create problems with
such exercises. While a psychologically stable person can easily snap out of an
imaginary state of sadness, one who has depressive tendencies may become stuck in that
imagined state and have difficulty emerging intact. Teachers should emphasize the
240
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difference between “being” and “acting as if,” always keeping some distance between the
person and the actual emotion.242 As Katsh and Merle-Fishman put it, “although we
frequently feel emotional while listening to music, it is also possible for us to empathize
with the emotion without experiencing it. This is similar to our ability to attune to a
friend's emotion without at the same time experiencing that emotion.”243 This idea
applies particularly to emotions on the negative end of the affective spectrum.
As the body retains a physical memory of each mood,244 some acting coaches
believe that recalling past events is the path to recreating a remembered mood. This
physical action or affective memory asks the performer to recall an original experience,
retain it, and recall as much sensory and physical detail as possible, if not the actual
feelings,245 making up an imaginary background and biography for characters.246
Other coaches feel that there are more direct ways to act a mood. For instance,
the “Laughter-Tears” exercise asks the student to strive first for a peak of laughter,
followed by a “depth of despair.”247 This technique of moving rapidly from one mood to
another can be used with other extremes as well. A similar exercise for agility in
changing emotional character asks the student to act out a designated character or
emotion on demand,248 later characterizing a series of emotions with prompts from the
teacher. Once this technique has been mastered, a student can use this repertoire of
moods and characters to make the sudden topical shifts in a classical sonata, for example.
Another exercise uses a neutral prop, like a block of wood or a small pillow, and
directs the student to handle the article as if it were something alive, like a baby or an
242
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animal. For instance, “Pick up the snake, as if: you were afraid but had to remove it
because it had crawled onto your porch; [or] it were a pet snake; [or] you were a snake
charmer.”249 A student then can identify the mood involved in the action, and where it
might be found in music. In a similar exercise without props, a student could talk, laugh,
or walk like a particular person or character in an effort to understand the model.250 The
teacher can ask the student to imagine an adjective as a person: for instance, “pompous”
could be acted out as a real or imagined person having that trait
Teachers need to be sensitive to the student's level of comfort when attempting
such exercises.251 For those who are shy or inhibited by cultural constraints, it might be
useful for the teacher to get silly, shout, or otherwise act in an extreme manner. The
student may also wish to try some of these ideas in private before experimenting with
them along with the teacher in the lesson. As with other exercises, it may be good to
have the teacher model it first so that the student feels free to be uninhibited.

Conclusion

Long before the appearance of any psychological research, theorists wrote about
affect being connected with particular musical features—sad with slow and minor, joyful
with fast and major. These acoustic signals, initially dependent on the text, continued to
convey the same meanings as music grew independent of words. In recent years,
psychological studies have confirmed the validity of these correlations, affirming many
of the intuitive conclusions that musicians have reached.
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Pedagogical research based on scientific studies shows that expressivity can be
taught. Students absorb many expressive signs from the popular media, and can learn
additional signals—musical topics, acoustic cues, and structural features—from direct
instruction. The precise approaches that a teacher uses may involve the customary
professional language or the more experiential metaphorical language, along with both
aural and physical modeling. Teachers can introduce expressivity in the early stages of
learning, as the student first encounters differences in tempo, dynamics, modality,
articulation, and rhythm. In later lessons, teachers can use instances of single- or doubleaffect pieces to discuss the characteristics of particular musical topics. These in turn can
be connected with the corresponding emotions, generally correlating with the acoustic
features of particular emotions. Where topical references are lacking, instructors can
point out a combination of acoustic features and those relating to structure. These
findings then can be used to instruct students in the basic connections between music and
emotions. Advancing students can find appropriate adjectives from the mood wheel to
supplement these topical and acoustic cues. As students grow in their theoretical
knowledge, they will be able to find structural signs to highlight as well. And teachers
can experiment with projects involving visual arts, writing, movement, and acting as
additional strategies for connecting music with emotion.
Although teachers have always been able to teach expression using available
methods, two more tools could be helpful: an expansion of cognitive feedback and new
publications geared toward musical topics. The software for cognitive feedback,
although currently in a primitive state, has a great deal of potential for both teachers and
students. If expanded to evaluate entire pieces, CFB could even become a self-teaching
tool, useful for the student as a practice aid. Until such software becomes available,
pedagogical researchers might consider investigating a low-tech version of CFB in which
performances are evaluated for expressivity through self-recordings combined with
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checklists of acoustic cues. As teachers become more educated themselves as to
expressive signs, they can use such tools to help their students communicate emotions.
Despite the potential benefits of introducing musical topics to piano students,
there seems to be widespread ignorance of this interpretive tool among musicians. An
awareness of this field could be spread through publications for both intermediate and
advanced students. Some of the newer methods attempt to link certain techniques with
particular affects, and collections such as Faber's “For a Dark and Stormy Night,” filled
with pieces in Sturm und Drang style, provide excellent introductions to individual
topics, as are those grouping pieces by mood. A further addition to the literature could be
volumes including short single-affect pieces illustrating various topics, culminating in a
sonata movement using those topics. Another useful addition would be a teaching edition
of sonatas in which topical references are labeled and discussed.
It is not likely that the emphasis in conservatories will change to favor
expressivity over technical proficiency. But teachers at all levels can do more to combine
expression with technique, enabling their students to give their music the richness and
color that can communicate with listeners. The combination can result in more students
once again enjoying the romance of music.
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APPENDIX A

DANCES AND THEIR CORRESPONDING AFFECTS.

Dance

Tempo and Rhythmic
Characteristics

Affect

Menuet

Tempo varies. Triple meter, no
upbeat

Moderate cheerfulness

Gavotte

Lively. Duple meter with 2-beat
upbeat

Jubilation

Bourrée

Lively. Duple meter with short
upbeat

Contentment, pleasantness,
untroubled, calm

Rigaudon

Similar to gavotte and bourrée

Trifling joking

March

Tempo varies. Duple meter.

Heroic, fearless

Entree [forerunner of
French overture]

Slow. Duple meter. Double-dotted
rhythm

Noble, majestic, not too
pompous

Gigue

French gigue: moderate tempo.
Compound duple meter, dotted
rhythms fugal writing.

Ardent and fleeting zeal

Loure
Canarie

Proud, arrogant
Eagerness, swiftness

Giga

Giga: lively tempo, non-fugal,
running passages.

Angloise [a form of
contredanse]

Lively, faster than bourée. Usually
duple meter.

Stubbornness

Passepied

Quick tempo. 3/8 or 6/8 meter.

Frivolity

Sarabande

Slow, triple meter. No upbeat.
Emphasis on second beat.

Ambition, serious,
Grandezza

Courante

Moderate 3/2 or 6/4 meter.
Unstable; shifts between 2 and three
beats per measure.

Sweet hopefulness, longing,
cheerful

Moderate duple time. Short upbeat,
running figures between hands.

Contented, satisfied spirit

[French style]
Allemande

Extreme speed, volatility

Source: Characteristics mentioned in Mattheson, Der vollkommene Capellmeister,
451-64.
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APPENDIX B

DESCRIPTIONS OF MOTOR-AFFECTIVE PROPERTIES IN MUSIC

Type of Activity

Sample Description

Movements and actions
Type of movement

Lurching; running downhill; an explosion out
of nowhere; dancelike

Speed and velocity of movement

Gain momentum gradually; slowly accelerating
line

Specific actions

Push; toss off; push the phrase to its climax;
good-humored singing

Kinesthetic experience

Real muscle; a sense of weight

Bodily attitudes
Bearing, demeanor

Pompous; commanding; a sense of jauntiness;
more witchcraft

Emotion

Tragic; wistful; inner spiritual happiness; it's
sobbing

Sense of tendency and direction

Inexorable; sense of urgency; be determined;
not too hurried

Human and non-human actions
Human activities

You're swatting flies; it's like question and
answer; don't get lost in a wash of sound

Animal actions

Like a bird in flight; sounds like a swarm of
bees; don't start off like horses out of a starting
gate

Mechanical actions

It's not a roboton's phrase; you need to start in
gear; like a gun being fired

Movements in nature

A little brook moving through the meadow;
like wind in your sails; time-lapse picture of
water dripping

Source: Adapted from Barten, “Speaking of Music,” 92–93.
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APPENDIX C

MUSICAL TERMS AND CORRESPONDING FIGURATIVE
STATEMENTS

Musical Term

Figurative Statement

Gioioso: joyous

Like the feeling you get when you've just
won an important game

Scherzando: whimsical

Like a child playing

Staccato: detached, bouncy

Like popping popcorn or the way a pingpong ball bounces

Dolce: sweet and mild

The caring way a mother speaks to and
hugs her child

Tristamente: sadly

As though you just lost your best friend in
the whole world

Languido: languishing

The way you feel when you have the flu or
if you didn't get a lot of sleep last night

Feroce: fiercely

Like a fierce thunderstorm

Maestoso: majestic

Like a king coming into the room—big and
stately

Pesante: heavily

As though you're a large elephant who is
walking away after having eaten an
enormous meal

Source: Adapted from Sheldon, “The Subjectivity of Musical Performance,” 361.
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